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SUMMARY
The ERIFORE project has carried out an extensive data collection of information
from all partners about their existing R&D competences and infrastructure for forest
biomass-based processes. This report describes efforts made in work package 4,
where information about the existing infrastructure concerning downstream
processing, i.e. separation and purification, has been collected. The collection was
on instrumentation level where all equipment were listed. Some smaller, standard,
laboratory equipment were left out. The collection details can be found in appendix
1.
Downstream processing was divided in two sections: mechanical separation and
chemical/physical separation. Within the consortium, there is a wide range of
downstream processing facilities such as continuous and batch distillation setups,
preparative chromatography, crystallisation and mechanical separations such as
filtration, micro-, ultra-, nano-filtration and osmosis.
All partners carry out research where the forest biomass is a key starting material.
Downstream processing expertise is extensive and includes techniques for
mechanical and chemical/physical separations: filtration, centrifugation, evaporation,
extraction, chromatography, distillation, crystallisation and flocculation. A few
organisations also have ATEX classified laboratories and possibilities to do reactive
distillations as well as preparative chromatography and crystallography. Within the
consortium there is expertise and facilities from laboratory scale up to ton scales for
some partners and some techniques.
The project partners have extensive networks and are frequently part of consortiums
for various bio-process development projects. However, there are few networks and
projects dedicated to downstream processing only. The downstream processes are
merely a part of other processes and projects i.e. primary and secondary
processing.
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Introduction
The aim of the ERIFORE is to establish a globally competitive European
research infrastructure in the field of Forest based Bioeconomy. The approach
of ERIFORE is to facilitate through research infrastructure co-operation the
development and commercialization of novel, industrially adaptable and technoeconomically viable solutions that can be derived from a Circular Forest
Bioeconomy. These solutions are founded on value chains ranging from
sustainable biomass management, harvesting and efficient biomass utilization
producing the most value added products, enhanced recycling, and reuse of
material through the whole lifecycle. Thus, the future infrastructure shall comprise
shared knowledge platform and educational services, centralized information
management environment, research laboratories with up-to-date equipment,
versatile characterisation and analytical equipment, modelling and simulation
tools, and extensive selection of pilot plants in the field of biorefinery.
Partners of ERIFORE have complementary research infrastructure for development
of processes for production of chemicals, fuels, fibre products and materials from
renewable biomass utilizing biotechnological, chemical and thermal processing
technologies.
The scope and technical content of research areas and infrastructures in circular
forest biorefinery field can be described in many ways. In ERIFORE project the
dividing is based on steps in the development chain: raw material sourcing and
availability, primary processing of the forest biomass, secondary processing of the
biomass components and downstream processing technologies (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1 The technology areas included in ERIFORE action.

The work in the project has been divided in 3 tasks:

the capabilities, facilities, networking and funding sources of the consortium
partners

the other main European and global research providers in the field of forest
based bio economy

the main R&D needs, drivers and trends in forest based bio economy
This report (D4.1) cover the capabilities, facilities, networking and funding sources
of the consortium partners in the field of forest biomass downstream
processing.

1.1

Scope and Objectives
The objective of this study is to evaluate the capabilities, facilities, networking and
funding sources of the ERIFORE consortium partners in the downstream
processing.
The field of downstream processing technologies means processes and unit
operations needed in purification and recovery of side streams and products.
Purification is the physical separation or enrichment of a substance of interest from
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one or from a mixture of other contaminating substance(s). Separations are carried
out based on differences in chemical or physical properties such as size, shape,
mass, density, or chemical affinity, between the substances in the mixture. For most
efficient purification of complex mixtures a stepwise combination of different
separation techniques can be used. Separation techniques allow retrieval of
valuable components from biomass streams such as intermediate components for
chemicals and fuel components or other organic compounds. Depending on the
desired product the choice of a particular separation technique is important and in
many cases multiple separation steps are necessary. Parameters such as higher
temperatures, solvents or acids can result in loss of functionality or breakdown of
desired molecules.Products may be biomass components, separated after
controlled biomass deconstruction steps or chemicals which are produced in
biotechnology processes. Technologies include advanced solid-liquid separation,
extraction, centrifugation, precipitation and crystallisation, membrane filtration
technologies as well as more traditional unit operations like evaporators.

Figure 1.2. Scope of ERIFORE downstream processing.
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Filtration typically separates a solid of interest from a liquid. Separation efficiency is
expressed as the percentage of dry solids recovered during the separation. The
moisture content of the solid fraction is calculated as a percentage of the masses of
water and dry matter respectively. Choosing a suitable filtration method for a
particular biomass is not trivial as the efficiency depends on how the solids in the
biomass pack during the filtration. Examples of equipment for filtrations of forest
biomass are sieves and filter presses. Alternatives to conventional filtrations are
membrane filtrations such as micro-, ultra- and nano-filtrations. For smaller volumes
microfiltration can be more cost effective but for larger volumes it is more
economical to use centrifugation. (Grima, Belarbi, Fernandez, Medina, & Chisti,
2003).

1.2.2

Centrifugation
Centrifugation separates materia by differences in density where the most dense
particles settle first. Low density particles drift towards the axis whilst high density
particles within the biomass travel away from the axis. There are a number of
different types of centrifuges for example solid bowl centrifuges, disc stack
centrifuges, decanter centrifuges and hydrocyclone to mention a few. Centrifugation
is generally not used for low value bulk products as the operating costs are high.
Centrifugation is energy intensive and the fast moving mechanical parts leads to
high maintenance costs. (Sharma, Garg, Li, Malekizadeh, & Schenk, 2013)

1.3

Physical/ Chemical Separation

1.3.1

Evaporation
Evaporation is for non-volatiles where volatile liquids are separated from non-volatile
solutes. The properties of the liquid and the solute determine parameters such as
temperature, pressure and time to apply. On laboratory scale the rotary evaporator
is the most common. Other evaporator techniques are falling film evaporator, wiped
film evaporators and spinning cone evaporators. Considerable savings can be made
by using multi-stage evaporation and falling film evaporation (Xiu & Zeng, 2008).
Evaporation differs from distillation in that the vapour usually is a single component,
and even when vapour is a mixture, no attempt is made to separate the vapour into
fractions.

1.3.2

Extraction
Extraction is a technique where you transfer one or more compounds from one
phase to another. Compounds can be extracted from both liquid and solid phase.
Depending on which compounds are wanted, their properties and from what they
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are extracted there are several parameters to be taken into consideration and
special techniques that can be performed. The solubility of the solute in the
extraction solvent is the most important parameter.
Liquid-liquid extraction is mostly used by organic chemist to separate products from
by-products and unreacted starting material after a chemical reaction. The liquids
involved have to be immiscible in order to form two layers upon contact. Extraction
is often referred to as washing. However, the washing really refers to the removal of
impurities from the target compound i.e. water by extraction with saturated sodium
chloride solution while the extraction removes the target compound from an impure
matrix.
Solid-liquid extractions are used in industries to extract valuable natural compounds
from different plants. To optimise recovery of the wanted compounds the extraction
solvent must diffuse into the solid sample in order to reach the solute. The solute
has to be soluble in the extraction solvent to diffuse out of the sample into the bulk
solution. Elevated temperatures shorten the extraction times and improve yields.
However, higher temperatures might lead to degradation of the solute. To increase
the extraction efficiency an applied pressure can keep the solvent in liquid state at
higher temperatures and increase the rate of which the solvent permeates through
the sample due to the extra applied pressure. Where the solvent reaches a
supercritical stage as a result of applied temperatures and pressures it obtains gaslike properties of diffusion, viscosity, and surface tension, and liquid-like density and
solvation power and the extraction method is then called supercritical fluid
extraction, SFE. (Azmir, o.a., 2013)

1.3.3

Chromatography
Chromatographic separation is based on differences in the migration velocities of
components of a mixtures passing through a stationary phase that typically consists
of solid particles packed as a bed in a chromatography column. The velocity
depends on the components level of interaction with the mobile and the stationary
phases. Partitioning between solid phase and solute may for example come from
adsorption, ion-exchange, ligand-exchange, ion-exclusion and/ or size exclusion. In
large scale production distillation and crystallization are most efficient since
chromatography in comparison is more costly in general. In the design of
chromatography processes for complex mixtures a stepwise combination of different
separation modes is often the most efficient and a number of biomass separations
by chromatography have been investigated. (Hellstén, Siitonen, Mänttäri, & Sainio,
2012), (Hellstén, Lahti, Heinonen, Kallioinen, & Mänttäri, 2013), (Hellstén,
Heinonen, & Sainio, Size-exclusion chromatographic separation of hydroxy acids
and sodium hydroxide in spent pulping liquor, 2013)
Simulated Moving Bed (SMB) chromatography is used commercially to separate
fructose and glucose and there is a lot of potential using this technology to separate
even other biomass fractions. The advantage of SMB is the ability to purify larger
quantities using less solvents, less stationary phase and less energy than batch
chromatography. One more technology that could be considered is Counter Current
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Chromatography (CCC). Chromatography are, for example, investigated for
recovery compounds in black liquor
1.3.4

Distillation
In practice, distillation may be carried out by either of two principal methods. The
first method is based on the production of a vapour by boiling the liquid mixture to
be separated and condensing the vapours without allowing any liquid to return to the
still. There is then no reflux. The second method is based on the return of part of the
condensate to the still under such conditions that this returning liquid is brought into
intimate contact with the vapours on their way to the condensate. Either of these
methods may be conducted as a continuous process or as batch process. (McCabe,
Smith, & Harroitt, 1985)

1.3.5

Crystallisation and Precipitation
Crystallisation is a unit operation frequently used for isolation and purification of
materials in processes ranging from bulk chemicals to specialty chemicals and
pharmaceuticals, on scales from thousands of tons down to grams per day.
Commercial crystallisers may operate either continuous or batch wise.
Crystallisation is important in industry as compared to other separation techniques,
e.g. distillation or membrane processes, crystallisation requires less energy. The
handling and storage of a material is easier with a crystalline material as
compounds often are more stable in its crystalline form. This reduces costs and
hence affects the industry.
A precipitate is an insoluble solid that emerges from a liquid solution. The
emergence of the insoluble solid from solution is called precipitation. Often the
precipitate emerges as a suspension. Precipitates can form when two soluble salts
react in solution to form one or more insoluble products. The insoluble product
separates from the liquid and is called a precipitate. Precipitates can also form when
the temperature of a solution is lowered. The lower temperature reduces the
solubility of a salt, resulting in its precipitation as a solid. (chemicool)

1.3.6

Flocculation
Flocculation is an important separation step in many processes that depends on
physical, chemical and biological factors. The floc formation depends on the ability
of compounds or micro-organisms to stick to each other and to other particles.
Flocculation in pulp and paper mills needs case specific sludge treatment as each
pulp mill has unique sludge’s. (Hakkarainen & Sillanpää, 2007)
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VTT is an impartial multidisciplinary expert organization. VTT produces research,
development, testing and information services to public sector and companies as
well as international organisations. VTT can combine different technologies, create
new innovations and a substantial range of world class technologies and applied
research services. VTT is a not-for-profit organisation and has extensive research
and pilot facilities related to biomass treatment, process chemistry, thermochemical
conversions, industrial biotechnology and material applications.
VTT has long experience and excellent facilities in the field of Forest based
Bioeconomy Downstream Processing (DSP). VTT offers a unique combination of
multi-purpose reactors and versatile downstream processing units in continuous and
batch modes from lab to pilot scale. The key competencies of VTT in DSP are
liquid-solid separations (separators, centrifuges and various filters), membrane
filtrations (MF, UF, NF, RO and FO), drying (vacuum contact driers, spray driers,
freeze driers fluidised bed drier and flow through dryer), evaporations and
distillations (falling film evaporators, distillation equipment, solvent recovery). All of
those competencies are focus areas in DSP research of VTT. VTT Separation
technology team has 30 years’ experience in separation technologies. VTT has
focused on developing methods and equipment for industrial applications especially
in water reuse, concentration, membrane filtration, and fouling prevention. Research
topics in DSP at the moment are in the area of membrane filtrations where for
example forward osmosis applications are the speciality of VTT.
VTT can recover valuable components from forest based bio economy followed by
necessary concentration, purification and drying steps. Thus, VTT can help partners
with versatile product and process development tasks including custom
manufacturing services provided by highly skilled, experienced and customeroriented personnel.

2.2

FhG Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der angewandten Forschung
The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft consists of more than 80 research units, including 66
Fraunhofer Institutes, at different locations in Germany. The FraunhoferGesellschaft carries out internationally networked applied research which is both of
direct use to industry and of benefit to society. Two of Fraunhofer Institutes
participates in this project: Institute for Chemical Technology (FhG ICT) and the
Fraunhofer center for Chemical-Biotechnological Processes (FhG CBP).
Fraunhofer ICT has expertise in separation of bio based intermediate products with
several different physical and chemi-physical methods. Fraunhofer ICT has several
continuous and batch separation and downstreaming tools including membranes,
distillation units, liquid-liquid extractors, supercritical extractors and crystallizers.
Fraunhofer ICT can offer expertise on feasibility studies and scale-uping. Fraunhofer
ICT is also able to simulate different separation processes with simulation tools such
as ChemCAD and do process analysis. Fraunhofer ICT has good experience in
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separation of different materials of biorefineries including lignin, lignin derivatives,
cellulose based intermediate products, tall oil and biorefinery waste waters.
With the Fraunhofer CBP the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft has a large research and
development site directly at the chemical site Leuna at hand enabling the scale up
of several downstream processes. The separation equipment includes screw and
filter presses, disk separators, membrane filtration, chromatography, high pressure
extraction, evaporation (falling-film, thin-film) and several distillation (batch and
continuous) plants. As a special plant the short path distillation is to be mentioned,
which can be run at a pressure of 0,001 mbar.
Other available downstream tools are homogenization, drying (spray-, freeze-,
vacuum-, filter-) and crystallization. Thus, Fraunhofer CBP provides a large range of
downstream equipment and has a great experience paired with skilled personnel in
the area of downstreaming processes.

2.3

SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden
SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden is a leading international research
institute. We work closely with our customers to create value, delivering high-quality
input in all parts of the innovation chain, and thus playing an important part in
assisting the competitiveness of industry and its evolution towards sustainable
development. The SP Group consists of eight companies including the parent
company SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden AB. The Swedish state is via
Rise Holding AB the sole owner of the SP Group.
SP contributes to sustainable development by developing new expertise and
dependable technical decision criteria for use in the business sector and society.
The institute uses and provides world class expertise for innovation and the creation
of added value both for the corporate sector and for a sustainable society. SP takes
part in the ERIFORE project with its parts SP Energy and Bioeconomy and the
subsidiaries SP Processum and SP Process and Development.
In the field of separation of biomass SP has long experience from the development
of processes in the Biorefinery Demo Plant where separation have been on
demonstration scale on for example lignin, ethanol and protein.
SP Processum has expertise in pilot scale separation techniques and has a variety
of pilot equipment to use to verify processes. In-house expertise on separation
verification for upscaling is available. An example of a project where the facilities
have been used for verification of all steps in lab, pilot and demo scale is illustrated
below.
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Figure 2.1 Illustration of how the facilities have been used for process development where all steps have been
verified on lab to pilot to demo scale.

One of the areas of expertise at SPPD is crystallisation. Identification of different
crystal modifications/polymorphs are performed routinely and the group has access
to state of the art screening equipment to identify polymorphs/salts and to design
optimum crystallisation processes. The design of these processes includes
optimisation and characterisation of particle size. Equipment for the design of both
batch and continuous processes are available at lab and pilot plant scale.
Expertise in the analytical characterisation of the particles and relevant instruments
are available.

2.4

KTH Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan
KTH in Stockholm is the largest technical university in Sweden. Education and
research spans from natural sciences to all the branches of engineering and
includes architecture, industrial management and urban planning. There are a total
of almost 14,000 undergraduate students and more than 1,700 active postgraduate
students. KTH has just over 4,600 employees. KTH is a University active in
education and research and is ranked no 34 in Times Higher Education World
University Rankings 2014 within the subject area Times Engineering & Technology.
Research related to forest resources is of long-term strategic focus at KTH and has
a tradition as being an important research area at KTH, with strong ties to the
Swedish industry. KTH is very well positioned internationally within traditional
materials science, chemical engineering, mechanical engineering and
biotechnology. Research activities are performed based on financing based on
excellent science (ERC, etc.) as well as in close cooperation with industry.
Within the technology area of separation KTH is performing research primary
related to the pulp-mill operations with respect to extraction of lignin and
hemicelluloses from process streams. The primary research tool has been
ultrafiltration. The expertise stretches from laboratory-scale basic research to
experience from pulp-mill operations. Coupled to the application-oriented research
there is a strong competence in the area of fluid physics that is applied to transport
and behaviour of multi-phase flows, ranging from colloidal dispersions to fibre
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suspension flows. Furthermore KTH possesses a gradient-field permanent magnet
NMR/MRI-system that is dedicated to studies of flow phenomena in non-transparent
conditions, which allow studies of e.g. flow in membranes and porous structures as
well as flow of non-transparent liquids.

2.5

SINTEF
Stiftelsen SINTEF is the largest independent contract research organisation
in Scandinavia and the 4th largest in Europe. It is a multidisciplinary organization.
The institute carries out industrial contract research, as well as basic research.
SINTEF in Oslo and Trondheim has a long track record of downstream processes
both in the field of biotechnology and chemical industry. In the former case the focus
is on the purification of compounds from seaweed production, fermentation and
enzymatic conversions and agroindustry. In the latter case solutions developed for
the gas and oil industry are modified and optimized for the separation of bio-derived
compounds. The unit operations available at lab, bench and small pilot scale are
filtration, membrane filtration, liquid-liquid extraction, moving bed and simulated
moving bed adsorption and liquid-solid extraction, pervaporation, distillation,
condensation. SINTEF develops own membranes and adsorbants for gas and liquid
compound separation. Examples are separation of sugars from marine and forest
biomass, separation of lignin monomers from pyrolysis oils and purification of
gasses after gasification and bio methane production.

2.6

AALTO University
Aalto University is an independent legal entity, based on its own foundation. It was
founded 2010 as a merger of three highly-regarded universities: Helsinki School of
Economics, Helsinki University of Technology and University of Art and Design
Helsinki. There are around 20 000 students of which 3 500 are doctoral students.
Aalto University with its six schools aims to integrate responsibility and sustainability
in teaching and research and promotes sustainable development.
School of Chemical Technology is responsible for higher education from Bachelor to
Doctoral level degrees in the field of forest bio economy. The Department of Forest
Products Technology is the leading unit in research and higher education in the
forest products technologies in Europe and globally, with an average of 60 M.Sc.
and 8-10 D.Sc. degrees annually. The Department of Biotechnology and Chemical
Technology, on the other hand, has set its strategic goal to be among the global
leaders in applying chemical technology and biotechnology to material, chemical
and fuel production from renewable resources as well as production technologies
related to global welfare and health.
Within the technology area of downstream processing we would like to point out
excellence in process modelling, simulation, process design and development. This
includes both software development and experiments in laboratory and mini plant
scale. Phase equilibrium models and measurements form an essential basis needed
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for designing processes where biomass related products are converted into biofuels
and value-added chemicals. New mass transfer models have been applied in wide
application range covering both multiphase reactors and separation processes.

2.7

Tecnalia
Tecnalia research & innovation is a private, independent, non-profit applied
research centre of international excellence. Legally a Foundation, Tecnalia is the
leading private and independent research and technology organisation in Spain and
one of the largest in Europe, employing 1,319 people (198 PhDs) and with income
of 94 Million € in 2014.
The whole team at Tecnalia has one goal: to transform knowledge into GDP,
meaning wealth to improve people’s quality of life by generating business
opportunities for industry. Tecnalia is committed to generate major impacts in
economic terms, by means of innovation and technological development, addressed
by 7 business divisions, covering economic sectors of energy, industry,
transportation, construction, health and ICT. Tecnalia has been granted over 250
patents and promoted more than 30 spin-off companies.
Tecnalia is a key agent in the ERA - European Research Area, holding position 11th
among RECs and 23rd overall in EC’s 7th FP7 Monitoring Report (Final). Tecnalia
actively participates in the governing bodies of several European Technology
Platforms and partners in 377 FP7 projects, coordinating 81 of them; in H2020
Tecnalia participates in 86 projects, coordinating 17 of them, up to December 2015.
Tecnalia is a member of EARTO and of EUROTECH, linking together the most
important research centres in Europe. Tecnalia is an equal opportunity employer.
Current ratio of female/male employees is 42/58.
Tecnalia is mainly concerned in processes to obtain second generation biofuels
(synthetic fuels and hydrogenated oils) that use non-food feedstocks such as
lignocellulosic biomass, forest by-products, urban organic waste and remains from
the food industry and the service sector (vegetable oil and/or used frying oil). This is
accomplished with conversion processes based on biochemical and
thermochemical technologies (mainly Biomass-to-Liquid or BTL).
A heterogeneous catalytic synthesis process has also been developed to obtain
second generation biodiesel from esterification of non-food high acidity oleaginous
raw materials (oleins, animal fat and by-products from oil refining).
New conversion pathways for Third Generation liquid biofuels, so that algal biofuels
become a competitive option on the energy market are also developed at Tecnalia.

2.8

Wood K plus Kompetenzzentrum Holz GmbH Wood K plus
Wood K plus is a leading research institute in the area wood and wood-related
renewable resources in Europe. The core competences are materials research and
process technology along the complete value chain – from raw material to finished
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products. Wood K plus develops methods and basics and perform applied research
on the economy-science interface.
In the field of separation of biomass Wood K plus has experience from different
project work in the field of biorefinery in lab scale up to semi-pilot scale with focus
on preparative chromatography, spray drying, freeze drying, centrifugation and
membrane filtration. Lab scale techniques: spray dryer, freeze dryer, membrane
filtration and ultracentrifuge.
Pilot scale separation techniques: Pilot chromatography column for normal phase,
reversed phase or biochromatography with a bed height between 100-400mm and a
volume up to 3l, suitable for organic solvents.

2.9

LSIWC Latvian State Institute of Wood Chemistry
LSIWC is an independent State non-profit organization which carries out R&D
activities in the field of wood science and technologies under the supervision of the
Ministry of Education and Science to develop scientifically grounded,
environmentally friendly technologies providing competitive materials and products
from wood and wood biomass and sustainable utilization of the resources for
economic, social and environmental benefits in ways based on sound science.
The main avenues of research, fundamental studies in the field of wood science,
wood and polymer chemistry from wood biomass. We focuses on key areas in
biomass treatment technologies, new materials processing, development of
biomass treatment and processing technologies. The research areas is related to
biomass thermal and chemical processing, including fast and slow pyrolysis,
torrefaction, densification and extraction. Paper technology. Research and
development of biorefinery wood biomass concept, life cycle assessment and
lignocellulosic biomass pretreatment technologies for produce xylose, furfural,
acetid acid.

2.10

PPIMC Petru Poni Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry
The “Petru Poni” Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry is an Institute of excellence
of the Romanian Academy. The Institute has a long tradition of over fifty years in
fundamental and applied research in the field of organic and inorganic chemistry,
polymer chemistry and physics.
PPIMC has experience in the separation of main biomass components by nonconventional methods, which include processes such as extraction of components,
precipitation or filtration of resulted solutions. Also, waste management is an
important step which needs extraction and filtration technologies. Our experience is
limited to laboratory level.
The components separated from biomass are characterised by use of the analytical
capabilities in order to establish purity-structure-properties correlations.
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The main components (cellulose, lignin, some extractives) are modified by various
methods in order to improve some properties useful in the next steps and are
transformed in added value products such as bio/nano composites materials with
different applications. The modified components and final materials are also
characterised by use of the analytical capabilities.

2.11

BBEPP Bio Base Europe Pilot Plant
Bio Base Europe Pilot Plant is an independent, state-of-the-art facility that operates
from a laboratory level to a multi-ton scale. BBEPP is a service provider for process
development, scale-up and custom manufacturing of biobased products and
processes. A wide and flexible spectrum of modular unit operations enables us to
translate your biobased lab protocol into a viable industrial process. BBEPP has
vast expertise in product recovery and purification processes and has a broad range
of processing equipment for aqueous and solvent based applications. Most unit
operations are available from lab to pilot-scale, including centrifugation, (membrane)
filtration, ion exchange/adsorption, crystallization, evaporation, extraction and
drying.
Specific competences include a fully operational crystallization line (1000 t/y) with a
falling film three-effect evaporator (5 t/h water evaporation), a crystallizer of 4 m³, an
inverted basket centrifuge, and a crystal dryer.

2.12

Summary
The partners of the ERIFORE consortium constitute a strong network in the area.
The partners are non-profit organisations; institutes, foundations and universities. All
partners carry out research where the forest biomass is a key starting material.
Downstream processing expertise amongst the project partners is extensive and
includes: filtration, centrifugation, evaporation, extraction, chromatography,
distillation, crystallisation and flocculation.
There is expertise from laboratory scale up to ton scales for some partners and
some techniques.

3

Research facilities
Research facilities at the participating consortium members are described below
and in attachment 1. The separation facilities are described in two sections,
mechanical separations and chemical/ physical separations.
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VTT has excellent continuous or batch wise mechanical separation facilities from lab
to pilot scale in the field of Forest based Bio economy Downstream Processing
(Fig.3.1.). After homogenisation and fractionation up to micro size in liquid-solid
separations separators, sieve bends, screw presses, vacuum drum and pressure
filters, belt filters and centrifuges are available. In membrane filtrations facilities for
micro-, ultra- and nanofiltration are available as well as equipment for reverse and
forward osmosis. Capacities of continuous devices can be up to 10 m 3/h while batch
wise devices can handle samples up to cubic meters.

Figure 3.1 Pilot scale membrane filtering unit at VTT.

3.1.2

FhG
At Fraunhofer CBP a screw press with a capacity of 800 L per hour is used for pulp
separation. Filter, drum filter, chamber filter and membrane filter presses are
available partly with ATEX admission. For example, the membrane filter press is
used for separation of precipitated lignin from ethanol containing black liquor. It can
hold a volume of up to 90 L and can filter particles down to the diameter size of 0.5
μm. Continuous cross flow membrane filtration systems are available for ultra- and
microfiltration partly with ATEX admission. The skid filter area is up to 20/17 m 2
(MF/UF) and the cut-off is 0.2 µm for MF and 10 kDa for UF.
Membrane modules available at Fraunhofer ICT are presented in table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Membranes at Fraunhofer ICT:

For centrifugation the Fraunhofer CBP has disk separators for continuous particle
separation with a capacity of 2 m3 per hour and a 4 L batch centrifuge, which can be
operated at 15,000 g.
3.1.3

SP
SP Processum has a pilot park with equipment suitable for biomass processing and
separation to facilitate the biorefinery development in the region. The pilot park is a
result of close triple helix cooperation, i.e. with partners from academia, industry and
society.The different pilots can be used on their own but also combination to each
other as the sizes match. The units are used to scale up laboratory experiments and
as test plants in order to evaluate new methods as replacement or enhancement of
current processes.
Filtration
A pilot filter press separates solid material from a water based slurry is available at
SP Processum. With a special filter it can filter particles down to the diameter size of
0.5 μm. Tests have been done on hydrolysed fibre reject with very good results. The
filter press consists of ten chambers, each with two filters. Each chamber can hold
1.2 litres of solid filtered material. Cellulose filters as well as those made of synthetic
material can be used and filtration aids can also be used in order to facilitate
filtration. This pilot also has a peristaltic pump which can handle slurries with solid
particles. It has a pumping capacity of 130 litres of liquid per hour. Both filter press
and pump are made of durable materials such as acid proof steel and
polypropylene. The Biorefinery Demo Plant has a Novatek filterpress with a capacity
of 350L/h. Nutsche filter/dryer operates in a closed system under vacuum or
pressure, which minimizes cake contamination and enables very high solvent
recovery. It is a batch filtration technique that uses vacuum and/or pressure in a
closed vessel. Some benefits of using this technology include product isolation,
minimal operator exposure, reduced product handling, and environmental protection
against solvent vaporization. SPPD have experience in membrane filtration (MF, UF
and NF) of various mixtures, including isolation of a hemicellulose fraction of
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hydrolysed softwood. Both dead-end filtration (lab and pilot plant) and cross-flow
equipment is available (lab).
Centrifugation
SP Processum has an high speed centrifuge capable of 30L/h. It operates in the
area of 0-4000xg and suits volumes 1-100L. A decanter centrifuge is available to
dewater solid material/ sludges. It operates in continuous mode and can process up
to 100L/h for sludges with high water content. The lower the liquid content is the
lower volumes/h can be processed. It centrifuges in the area of 4400xg.
3.1.4

KTH
Apart from standard laboratory equipment for separation in lab-scale, such as
centrifuges and mechanical filters KTH has an Ultra filtration Pilot Plant, Novasep,
with a micro- or ultra-filtration unit.

3.1.5

SINTEF
At SINTEF the following filtration units are available for downstream workup of
fermentation products:



3.1.6

Cell recycling filter, 200 ml/h capacity
Filtration unit for bioreactor 2 liter/h

AALTO
AALTO University has standard equipment for separation processes and for
analysis in lab-scale. There are for instance membrane filtration units such as Alfa
Laval LabStak M20 in which a number of Alfa Laval membrane filter sheets and
support- and spacer plates are stacked and compressed in a vertical frame. The
plates are circular and have a design characterised by establishing a series
connection of the membrane sheets contained in the membrane/plate stack. For
biotechnical downstream processing micro/ultra filtration device with 2 m2 microfilter
(Millipore Pellicon) is utilized in addition to centrifuges and a continuos separator
(Alfa-Laval LapX202).

3.1.7

Tecnalia
At TECNALIA the following filtrations units are available to downstreaming products:




Lab Ultrafiltration Unit/ Reverse Osmosis of 1 m2 max filtration surface capacity.
Manufacturer: ABCORR
Electro-Dyalisis lab plant of 0,2 m2 max filtration surface capacity.
Manufacturer: Own manufacturing design
Lab scale manual filter press 0,5 m2 max filtration surface capacity.
Manufacturer: TEFSA
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Wood K plus
Mechanical downstream processing equipment at Wood K plus includes a OSMOTA
membrane filtration system, an ultracentrifuge Sorvall RC Evolution (6x1L capacity
and speeds up to 22.600 rpm and a pilot column Kronlab PI100/400 (bed height
between 100-400mm, volume up to 3L).

3.1.9

LSIWC
Mechanical downstream processing equipment at LSIWC includes a Zwick/Roell
Z100 screw press operating at 1 bar.

3.1.10

PPIMC
PPIMC has filter systems such as tangential filter with three modules, model T
Membrane Filtration Pilot Plant GEA and filtration system jacket nutsche model 24125L.
Other mechanical separation equipment include entrifuge Hettich Universal 320R,
water purification system Millipore Simplicity, sieves, Planetary Ball Mill PM 100
Retsch and thermostatic water bath Memmert.

3.1.11

BBEPP
BBEPP disposes of various mechanical separation unit operations at different
scales and with different variations. BBEPP has different cross-flow membrane
filtration units for micro, ultra and nanfiltration with different membrane types: spiral
wound, hollow fiber and ceramic filtration. Other filtration operations are present,
such as dead-end filtration units (plate and frame filters, candle filters), filter
presses, rotary vacuum drum filter, and a basket filter.
Centrifugation steps are available on batch- or continuous scale, with different
capacities: High speed disc stack centrifuges (500-3000 L/h), screw decanter
centrifuge (750 kg/h), basket centrifuges (10-40 kg per batch), and an inverting filter
centrifuge (50 kg/product cycle).

3.2

Chemical/Physical Separations

3.2.1

VTT
VTT´s has excellent continuos or batch wise chemical/physical separation facilities
from lab to pilot scale in the field of Forest based Bioeconomy Downstream
Processing. Multi-purpose reactors (steel and glass-lined) for evaporations (e.g.
falling film evaporation), distillations (packed column distillation, conventional
distillation, vacuum distillation) and extractions etc. are available. Driers like vacuum
contact driers, spray driers, freeze driers, fluidezed bed drier and flow through dryer
are also a part of VTT’s downstream prosessing facilities. Capacities of continuous
and batch wise devices are up to couple of cubic meters.
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Figure 3.2 Chemical/physical DSP separation at VTT.

3.2.2

FhG
Fraunhofer ICT offers a wide range of equipment for physical/chemical downstream
processing. Available equipment for crystallisation are deep-temperature
crystallisation up to 1 dm3, from – 90 °C to 200 °C and double-walled 10dm3
crystalliser from 0 °C up to 200 °C.
Distillation equipment includes continuous high-temperature vacuum rectification up
to 350 °C, 5 dm3 container, up to 2 kg/h, min 1 mbar(a), 2 x 1 m Sulzer DX,
evaporator surface 0.07 m2. Batch rectification, up to 150 °C, min. 2 mbar(a), 0.85 m
Sulzer EX.
Examples of equipment for evaporation includes continuous short-path evaporator,
up to 350 °C, min 0.001 mbar(a), up to 1.5 kg/h, evaporator surface 5 dm 2. Semicontinuous rotary evaporator, 20 dm3, up to 170 °C, 8 mbar(a), two condensers.
Extraction equipment includes continuous agitated liquid-liquid extractor, up to 10
dm3/h, 1 m, DN30, 34 stirring cells. Continous Multi-stage mixer-settler, 3 x 0.25 dm3
chamber volume, from °C 0 to 150 °C, up to 10 dm3/h. Continuous super-critical
CO2 extraction, pressures up to 500 bar, max 300 °C, 0.5 dm 3/h. Super-critical CO2
mini plant, 2 x 5 dm3 extractors, 2 dm3 column, max 350 bar, up to 100 °C, CO2
throughput max. 10 kg/h, also suitable for reactive extraction. Batch extractor up 10
dm3, from -90 °C up to 200 °C.
Fraunhofer CBP offers a wide range of equipment for physical/chemical
downstream processing.
For evaporation it offers thin-film evaporation with ATEX admission and with a
capacity of 50 litres per hour, which can be operated at a temperature of up to
350°C and falling-film evaporation with a capacity of 70 litres per hour. In addition
spray, freeze, vacuum and filter drying are available.
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For extraction, a liquid-liquid extraction plant is available in ATEX classification with
a capacity of 85 litres per hour. Furthermore, Fraunhofer CBP has a high pressure
extraction plant, which uses compressed propane or supercritical CO2 and can be
run in both, batch-mode or continuous counter-current extraction mode. It has a fully
closed process with gas recovery and is operated with a mass flow of 10 kg/h CO 2
or propane and 2 kg/h feed (cf. Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 High pressure extraction plant at Fraunhofer CBP

A low pressure liquid chromatography is available for separation of biomolecules
(proteins, peptides and oligonucleotides). It is equipped with aa AxiChrom 300/500
column and has a working volume of 35 litres.
At Fraunhofer CBP also several distillation plants are installed, all of which are
ATEX classified. Fraunhofer CBP offers both, batch and continuous distillation. The
continuous extractive destillation for separation of azeotropic mixtures is operable at
20 to 160°C and 10 to 1013 mbar with a throughput of 10 litres per hour. A vacuumhigh temperatur destillation plant is available, which can be operated at 20 to 250°C
and 0.001 to 1013 mbar. Additional batch destillation plants can process between
100 and 1000 litres per batch.
For crystallization a batch crystallizer with a working volume of 800 liters is installed
together with a filter drying unit.
For flocculation, a stirred precipitation tank with a capacity of 1200 litres is available
which has the ability to actively cool down to 4°C. For evaporative precipitation a
tank with a capacity of 430 litres is also available.
Several additional equipment is available for downstream processes such as a highpressure homogenizater, which is used for cell disruption to produce intracellular
products. It produces stable suspensions with a capacity of 400 litres per hour at a
pressure of up to 1.000 bar. Furthermore, a pulp disintegrator with a capacity of
1000 litres is installed and readily connected to a screw press for dewatering.
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SP
Distillation
Figure 3.4 illustrates distillation equipment for normal pressure, elevated pressures
or reduced pressures at SP Processum. The system consists of two connected
columns, one packed column and one bubble cap column. The packed column has
a portion that can heat the contents via an oil mantel, the other column relies on
heating from a attached reactor (10 liter or 50 liter). The system is remotely
operated through Delta-V (control software) and all parts of the system can be
affected through regulators. The equipment can be operated continuously through a
constant flow in and out or in batch mode. The system can easily be re-modelled to
fit a desired process and specifications include: pumps max flow approx. 50 ml/min,
mantled volume (packed column) 1.6 litres and pressures from -1 to +10 bar.

Figure 3.4 Scheme of the Distillation setup at SP Processum AB

The Biorefinery Demo Plant has a continuous distillation with a capacity of 500 L/h.
The column is designed with bubble cap trays below the feed stage and is packed
above the feed. The column is heated with steam. The distillation column includes a
reboiler, but typically direct steam injection is used.
Distillation is also routinely performed at SPPD. Equipment available range from lab
scale packed columns to pilot plant packed columns and a glass distillation column
with 20 stages (bubble cap design). For temperature sensitive material high vacuum
thin film distillation/evaporation equipment at lab scale is available (LeyboldHeraeus GMBH KDL4, design pressure 0.001 mbar, operation pressure down to 2
mbar.). This equipment has been used to fractionate bio-diesel and to isolate the
“heavy” fraction. Simulations are performed using Aspen Technology software.
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Chromatography
In process development of chemical industries, e.g. in the manufacture of bulk
chemicals, it is often important to isolate the individual molecules of a mixture in
order to acquire reference substances for quality control in the large scale
production.
In the design of chromatography processes for complex mixtures a stepwise
combination of different separation modes is the most efficient.

Pr
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/

Figure 3.5 Use of Chromatography to isolate a product or impurity, After isolation the
impurity/product structure can be established by for example LC/MS/MS, NMR, etc.

Liquid Chromatography(LC) is used for a wide range of compounds. Examples of
applications are separation of a major or of a minor component from a complex
mixture or chiral separations of enantiomers from a racemic mixture. Liquid
chromatography is not suited for compounds which bind too tightly to the stationary
phase. At SP Process Development there are two preparative liquid
chromatography systems and one counter current system available for
chromatography.

Table 3.2

Chromatography equipment available at SP Process Development

Waters auto semi-preparative system

Knauer preparative system



Purification of material up to ca
300mg



Purification of material up to ca
10g



Reversed phase (C8, C18),
Normal phase(Silica), HILIC and
Chiral separations



Reversed phase (C18), Normal
phase(Silica), Ion Exchange
and Chiral separations



Column size ca 20 x 250 mm,
typical flow rate 20 mL/min



Column size ca 50 x 250 mm,
typical flow rate 100 mL/min



Detection by UV and Mass



Detection by UV

Counter Current Chromatography(CCC) is also used for a wide range of compounds
and is especially good for compounds that bind tightly to, or are sensitive to
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degradation by a stationary phase since both stationary and mobile phases are
liquids.
Waters auto semi-preparative system


Purification of material up to ca 300mg



Organic or aqueous systems



Column size 295 or 370 mL, typical flow rate 3 mL/min



Detection by UV

Extraction
SP Processum has a 3L stainless steel soxhlet extractor which can operated up to
230 C°. Batch extractions can also be done up to 50L, 15 bar, 230 C° in an ATEX
classed area. A continuous liquid-liquid extraction unit is available with a 3mL/min
capacity. It is a manufactured in hastelloy and teflon to withstand corrosive
conditions.
Crystallisation
Development of crystallisation methods att SP Process Development usually include
the following activities: solvent screening, polymorph screening, evaluation of
purification obtained, particle design trials, measurement of solubility and construction of phase diagrams. In some cases screening for suitable salts may be performed, and for the selected salt the above activities will then be carried out. Whenever possible, considerations for environmental effects are taken into account when
selecting a suitable solvent system. Solid state properties are analysed and
characterized. In addition, chemical analyses are carried out.
Crystallisation equipment and in-line measurements available at SP Process
Development


Batch reactors 100 mL-100L



Multimax 50 mL reactors with turbidity and Lasentec FBRM Probes



Continuous Flow reactors (Including Nitech continuous reactor – total capacity
3 liter)



In-line measurements with Lasentec FBRM probesup to 0.5 L reactor scale



Raman spectroscopy



Solubility measurements



In-line IR measurements
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Dewatering
SP Processum has torrefaction pilot located in Umeå with a capacity of 4 t/day, a
belt dryer with a capacity 5m3/h and a tornado dryer with a capacity of 300 kg/h. The
evaporator system in the Biorefinery Demo Plant includes two steam-effects, and
has a capacity of approximately 180 kg/h. Steam up to 7 bar can be introduced to
both effects in parallel or in counter-current mode. The system includes flash tanks
and surface condenser, and the DS content of the feed is typically between 1 – 5%.

3.2.4

SINTEF
Thermal separation
SINTEFs equipment for separation based on thermal properties includes a vacuum
batch distillation unit with a feed volume of 3L, and a maximum temperature of 200
°C. Further a condenser array for stage wise condensation of pyrolysis oil fractions
is installed downstream the pyrolysis unit. The capacity of pyrolysis and condenser
is 0.5 kg of bio oil per hour.

Separation by membranes
For gas separation including CO2/H2/O2/methane separation various membrane
modules with membrane areas of few square centimetres to several decimetres are
available.
For liquid phase separation a bench scale pervaporation rig (10 bar(g), t max = 230°C,
capacity 100 ml/h) and a reverse osmosis unit (100 bar(g), tmax = 80°C, capacity 100
ml/h) are in operation. Further an electrodialysis setup for separation of organic
acids from aqueous solution with a capacity of 150 ml/h is available.

Gas adsorption systems
Various gas-solid adsorption systems with adsorbant bed capacities from gram
scale up to a few kgs are in operation. These include adsorption breakthrough test
rigs in gram scale and a 4-column simulated moving bed system with a gas feed
rate up to 120 L/h, an pressure of 70 bar and a temperature of 200 °C.

Liquid-Liquid extraction
Two systems for liquid-liquid extraction are available: The first is a 5-stage mixer
settler with a hold-up 0.1 – 0.5 litres and a capacity of 50 – 100 ml/h. Further a
counter current pulsed column with a hold-up of 0.4 litres and a capacity of 50 – 100
ml/h is available.
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Precipitation
In-house made precipitation and sedimentation equipment is available with holdup
capacities from few millilitres up to 50 litres.
In addition SINTEF has standard lab equipment, such as freeze dryers, rotary
evaporator, several centrifuges with vial volumes up to several litres, soxhlet
extraction equipment in use at various labs.
3.2.5

AALTO
AALTO University has excellent lab scale facilities to carry out chemical/physical
separation processes for high-level academic reseach. Evaporation (e.g. falling
film), extraction, distillation and crystallisation (up to 25 l scale) are routinely carried
out in research groups.
In addition Chemical Engineering Reseach Group has developed software and
experimental setups for several new unit models that combine both reaction step
and separation step in an efficient way (e.g. reactive distillation). Research group
has built several laboratory equipments for vapor/liquid and liquid/liquid
measurements that are applicable in wide temperature, pressure and concentration
area as accurete phase equilibrium (VLE/LLE) models are essential in the design of
separation processes. Research started with applications in hydrocarbon and
chemical systems, recent activities cover gas solubility in pulping liquors.
Efficient and environmentally friendly separation processes are essential in
biorefinery. Knudsen effusion apparatus is built for measuring vapor pressures of
pure organic compounds and their mixtures. The apparatus has been utilized for
research on pyrolysis oils as well as on recycling of ionic liquids in biorefinery
processes. The groups has also expertice in separation of commercially useful
sugars from the biorefinery by-product by chromatography process.
More information on the equipment can be found on webpages:
http://chemtech.aalto.fi/en/research/chemical_engineering/equipment/
http://www.bioeconomyinfra.fi/
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Tecnalia
Following equipment is currently available to carry out downstreaming tests:
Distillation/separation units:

MicroGC
Marca: Agilent Technologies 3000A MicroGC

Accelerated Extraction Solvent ASE 350.
Manufacturer: DIONEX

Extraction SOXCKET (soxhlet automatic
Manufacturer: TECATOR

Centrífugue (300-14000 rpm)
Manufacturer: ALC multispeed centrifuge PK121

Chromatography units:
GC-FID
Manufacturer CE INSTRUMENTS.
Model: GC 8000 TOP.

GC-MSD
Manufacturer: Hewlett Packard.
Model: HP5973MSD y HP6890.

GC-Conductivity
Marca: AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES
7890ª GC System
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Wood K plus
Wood K plus has laboratory scale DSP equipment only:

3.2.8



BÜCHI Mini-spray dryer B-290



CHRIST freeze dryer Alpha 1-2 LDplus with eight round-bottom flasks

LSIWC
LSIWC has equipment for biomass extraction and fractionation such as accelerated
solvents extraction, fractionation with ionic liquids and others.
High-temperature rectification with solvents close to boiling temperatures can be
performed at LSIWC using a rectification system available from BR Instr. Corp.
USA. Additionally preparative chromatography facilites are available along with
analytical systems, Shimadzu and CHROM-5.
Other equipment for concentrating and drying include a rotapor R-205. Temp. Diap.
H2O to +100 °C. Temp. Diap. of Oil to +180 °C BUCHI Heat Bath B-940+BUCHI
Vacuum controller V-800 and Heto PowerDry PL3000 freeze dryer with a capacity of
3kg/24hrs.

3.2.9

PPIMC
PPIMC has only laboratory scale DSP equipment. For extraction the PPIMC institute
has a soxhlet extractor. Other equipment include: lyophilizer Martin Christ ALPHA 12LD, automatic potentiometric titrator Metrohm 716DMS, turbidimeter Brinkmann
PC900, ultrasonic bath SONICS VCX 750, ultrasonic bath Cole Parmer. For
evaporation there is a rotavapor Heidolph Laborata 4000 available and for water
distillation a GFL 2302 unit.

3.2.10

BBEPP
BBEPP has different glass lined, pressure proof (-1 to 9 bar) and corrosion resistant
reactors (coupled to a condenser and vacuum pump) in an ATEX environment inhouse. These multi-purpose vessels (5400, 1000, 500, 85 L volumes) can be used
for anaerobic fermentations, (bio)chemical conversion or synthesis reactions, and
batch extractions. Continuous extraction is also feasible on a Karr column (6 L/h) for
countercurrent liquid-liquid separations.
Evaporation capacity ranges from liter to ton scale: Falling film three effect
evaporator (5 t/h of water), wiped film evaporators (2-150 kg/h), and spinning cone
evaporator (50 kg/h). The largest unit can be coupled to a crystallization line which
consists of a crystallizer of 4 m³, an inverted basket centrifuge, and a Louvre crystal
dryer.
Various drying operations are also present: spray drying (3 kg/h), lyophilisation (15
kg/batch), sludge dryer, conical dryer, drying oven and a filter dryer. Finally, 4x800 L
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and 3x30 L columns are available for adsorption, ion-exchange or activated carbon
treatment.

3.3

Summary
The ERIFORE partners have together a wide range of capabilities for mechanical
separations. Equipment includes filter press, nutsche filter, micro-, ultra-, nanofiltration, different types and scales of centrifugation, as well as reverse and forward
osmosis.
For chemical/physical separation the collected range of equipment is wide.
Distillation equipment is available from lab scale up to a capacity of 500 L/h. A
variety of extraction techniques is found within the project partners such as solidliquid batch extractions and liquid-liquid continuous extractions. A few organisations
has ATEX set ups and possibilities to do reactive distillations as well as preparative
chromatography.
Table 3.3. Summary of ERIFORE partners Research infrastructure in the field of Forest based
Bioeconomy

Country

Mechanical
Separations

Chemical/Physical
Separations

VTT
FhG ICT
SP Processum

Finland
Germany
Sweden

L, s, P
L, s, P
L, s, P

L, s, P

KTH
SINTEF

Sweden
Norway

L, s
L, s

L, s, P

AALTO

Finland

L

L

Tecnalia

Spain

L,

L,s

Wood K Plus
LWSIC

Switzerland
Latvia

L, P
L

L
L

PPIMC
BBEPP

Romania
Belgium

L
L, s, P

L
L, s, P

L=laboratory
s=semi pilot
P=pilot

L, s, P
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Co-operation networks

4.1

VTT
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In collaboration with other Finnish research provides VTT has close links to Aalto
University in the form of joint Bio economy infrastructure
(http://www.bioeconomyinfra.fi/) aimed for co-operation in the development and
utilisation of research infrastructure for bio economy technologies. The Bio economy
infrastructure is nominated on Finland’s National roadmap for Research
Infrastructures 2014–2020 (FIRI). In addition VTT has close cooperation with
Technical universities in Tampere and Lappeenranta, and universities in Jyväskylä
and Helsinki.
VTT has industrial cooperation in form of jointly funded public research projects in
the field of forest based bio economy with all major pulp and paper and chemical
companies located in Finland (Metsä Group, Stora Enso and UPM Kymmene,
Kemira). This is done bilaterally but also through CLIC Innovation Ltd which is an
open innovation cluster owned by main Finnish process industries. The public part
of the funding is in most cases received from Takes (the Finnish Funding Agency for
Innovation) or EU (Horizon 2020). In addition, there are several contract research
activities with the Finnish industry as well as with international partners.
VTT has very active and efficient co-operation network in the field of Forest based
Bioeconomy including Downstream Processing. VTT has been coordinator or one of
the partners for example in very many Forest based EU-projects also in the area of
separation technology (AFORE, NANOSELECT, SmartLi). VTT’s main DSP
partners in industry are Outotec, Kemira, Valmet, Dewaco, UPM, StoraEnso and
MetsäFibre. Key academic DSP partners are Lappeenranta University of
Technology, The University of Hong Kong, Aalto University, Nanyang Technological
University, Lund University and University of Maine.
4.2

FhG
Fraunhofer CBP actively participates in the following networks:


BioEconomy Cluster, which integrates research and industrial activities
relevant to the bioeconomy in central Germany. The cluster’s core objective is
the sustainable value creation from non-food biomass such as wood as input
for the production of materials, chemical products and energy.



The Science Campus Halle (WCH), which pursues the systematic and
sustained development of a multi-disciplinary center for plant-based
bioeconomy. The WCH thus provides an important base for future applications
such as those implemented industrially in the neighboring regional leadingedge BioEconomy cluster, as well as interdisciplinary-trained professionals for
industry.



COMET program (Competence Centers for Excellent Technologies), where
FhG CBP contributes its expertise in lignocellulose fractionation and the
development of biotechnological and chemical processes.
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COST Action FP1306 - Valorisation of lignocellulosic biomass side streams for
sustainable production of chemicals, materials & fuels using low environmental
impact technologies (http://www.cost.eu/COST_Actions/fps/FP1306)



ZIM Cooperation Network Biorefineries (BioRaf) - Within the BioRaf
cooperation network, concepts and business opportunities for biorefineries as
well as innovative products and processes are especially developed for small
and medium-sized enterprises. In addition, synergeticy effects should be
established in order to tap into the full potential in the field of biorefinery.
Fraunhofer CBP is an associate member of the BioRaf network (www.biorafnetzwerk.de)

The key industrial partners in the area of downstream processing are NORMAG
Labor- und Prozesstechnik GmbH, GIG Karasek GmbH and VTA GmbH & Co KG.
Fraunhofer CBP is also involved in several national and EU projects. Regarding
downstream processing key projects are:

4.3



KomBiChemPro funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and
Research



SteamBio funded by the EU within SPIRE 2 / Horizon2020



BioConSepT funded by the EU in line with the 7th Framwork Programme



Bio-QED funded by the EU in line with the 7th Framwork Programme



BBChem funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research



SmartLi funded by EU in line with Horizon2020

SP
SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden is fully owned by the Swedish
government via RISE – Research Institute of Sweden. The RISE group, which
besides SP includes Swedish ICT, Swerea and Innventia is a central part of the
national research network.
Innventia works with innovations based on forest raw materials with strong
competence in pulp, paper and packaging. It is owned by the poulp and paper
industry and the Swedish government through RISE. Swerea focuses on materials
development, production development and product development with strong
competence in, for example, textile materials and composites. Swerea is jointly
owned by the Swedish government and industry companies. Operations are
conducted in five research institutes (Swerea IVF, Swerea KIMAB, Swerea MEFOS,
Swerea SICOMP and Swerea SWECAST). Swedish ICT is active within Information
and Communication Technology – ICT. The group comprises Acreo Swedish ICT,
SICS Swedish ICT, Interactive Institute Swedish ICT and Viktoria Swedish ICT.
During 2014/2015 the RISE Institutes reviewed the bioeconomy activities in the
group. The total research and development (R&D) turnover in this area is EUR 85
million annually, with about EUR 40 million allocated to biomaterials and EUR 45
million divided between biochemicals, bioenergy, food and system aspects. (RISE,
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2015) There is an ongoing reorganisation process with the purpose to increase the
coordination within the RISE group, which will bring SP closer to the other RISE
institutes in the near future. Bioconomy is one of the most important R&D platforms
within RISE as well as the SP Group (Figure 4.1.)

Figure 4.1

Illustration of SP bio economy research areas.

As the main polytechnical institute in Sweden, SP collaborates with all the main
national industries and research organisations. SP has a little more than 10’000
customers from public and private organisations. For the field of downstream
processing, there are few dedicated network organisations, as these processes are
typically covered as a part of other processing areas. Important collaboration
networks, in general, which SP is a part of are summarized briefly in the following.
4.3.1

Research and competence centers
There are a number of national research and competence centers related to the
field of bioeconomy.
SP coordinates, together with Swerea IVF, the Institute Excellense Centre EcoBuild,
for eco-efficient and durable wood-based materials and products. Some 20
companies are members of the centre that focuses on so-called “green” chemical
engineering and development of innovative, eco-efficient and durable wood based
materials and products for building, furniture, automotive and textile applications.
Waste Refinery is another network coordinated by SP. The focus area of Waste
Refinery is optimum conversion of waste material into high-quality products
important for a sustainable society. The network welcomes members from the
industry, research organisations and the society. Today it consists of about 15
partners with a focus on research organisations and recycling companies.
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The research environment Bio4Energy aims to create highly efficient and
environmentally-sound biorefinery processes—including methods and tools for
making products such as biofuels, "green" chemicals and new bio-based
materials—which draw on biomass sourced from forests or organic waste as a raw
material. At its core are Umeå University, Luleå University of Technology and the
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences. A large number of Sweden-based firms
and a handful of innovation and research institutes have signed up to become
partners, including SP and Innventia SP Processum is a Strategic Partner of
Bio4Energy.
Swedish Gasification Centre (SFC) is a research center where about 10 research
organisations cooperate with about 20 industry companies and has a total budget
over 10 years of SEK 540 million. Through research in SFC the Swedish industry is
supported in its aim to construct full-scale plants for the production of
environmentally friendly fuels. The centre is funded by the partners and the energy
agency. The purpose of SFC is to create a national skills base for research,
development and postgraduate eduction in the biomass gasification technology and
related fields. This is achieved by gathering skilled groupings among universities,
industry and other stakeholders for commercialization of the technology. SP is a
member of SFC.
SP is also a partner of SuMo Biomaterials, which is a research consortia between
academia and industry coordinated by Chalmers University of Technology. It has a
focus on understanding and developing properties of soft biomaterials.
Other relevant research centres include BiMaC Innovation, an Excellence Centre
within biomaterials hosted by Royal Insititute of Technology and includes industrial
partners, Trees and Crops for the Future (TC4F) which is a research program and a
scientific environment hosted by the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
dealing with research on forests and other plants and SciLifeLab - a national center
for molecular biosciences with focus on health and environmental researc, which is
a collaboration between four universities: Karolinska Institutet, KTH Royal Institute
of Technology, Stockholm University and Uppsala University.

4.3.2

Cluster organisations
There are a number of regional bioeconomy clusters in Sweden. A leading cluster
and innovation environment for forest-based biorefinery development is the
Biorefinery of the future, which is coordinated by the SP subsidiary SP Processum.
The Biorefinery of the Future involves companies, public functions and universities
on the north-east coastal region of Sweden, centered around the cities of
Örnsköldsvik and Umeå. It aims to develop biorefinery products and processes
based, primarily, on forest biomass. The coordination is located to the industrial
biorefinery site in Domsjö, Örnsköldsvik, where industrial companies produces a
range of energy, chemical and material products based on forest and other
renewable feedstock. The biorefinery of the Future also cooperates with clusters in
the adjacent regions: Biobusiness Arena, in the Sundsvall region and Bothnia
BioIndustries to the north, centered in Piteå. Together they form a larger cluster
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area with a unique set of industries, research organisations and pilot- and demo
infrastructure within the field of forest-based biorefining.
Other relevant clusters are Paper Province - a business cluster within forest-based
bioeconomy in the county of Värmland and surounding regions and the West
Swedish Chemistry & Materials Cluster which works within four prioritized areas:
1) Renewable feedstok for chemicals, materials and transportation fuels,
2) Resource efficiency and energy efficiency, 3) recycling and 4) competence
supply.
4.3.3

International organisations
SP is a member of several international organisations and networks. Notable
examples are
The European Energy Research Alliance (EERA) which brings together 160
research organisations. A.SPIRE is an international non-profit association formed to
represent the private sector as a partner in the Sustainable Process Industry
through Resource and Energy Efficiency (SPIRE) Public-Private Partnership (PPP)
launched as part of the Horizon2020 framework programme. The association
represents more than 130 industrial and research process industry stakeholders
from over a dozen countries spread throughout Europe. The Bio-based Industries
Consortium (BIC) is the private partner in the €3.7 billion Public-Private Partnership
on Bio-based Industries (BBI) with the EU. BIC hosts close to 200 members from a
unique mix of sectors that currently covers agriculture, agro-food, technology
providers, forestry/pulp and paper, chemicals and energy. EARTO is a non-profit
association with the mission to promote and defend the interests of RTOs in Europe
by reinforcing their profile and position as a key player in the minds of EU decisionmakers and by seeking to ensure that European R&D and innovation programmes
are best attuned to their interests.

4.3.4

EU project networks
In 2015, SP has taken part in about 100 EU projects. Selected projects with
relevance for ERIFORE are described in the following.
D-Factory aimed to cultivate new algal biomass strains in lakes, raceways and
photobioreactors. Key biomass processing technologies were applied to the
biomass Innovative spiral plate technology for dynamic settling, ultramembrane
filtration, supercritical CO2 techniques, high performance counter-current
chromatography.
The SafePellets project aimed at providing information about safety and quality
assurance measures along the biomass pellets supply chain. The AERTOs project
resulted in the creation of the AERTOs Co with key European RTOs. One of the
recent activities launched by the community was the AERTOs Program on Biobased
Economy Initiative (2014 - 2016)
for the sharing of knowledge, research and analytical procedures, as well as
research facilities and infrastructures in the short term, and also aims in the long
term to create a virtual research center and joint offering, generating significant
innovations and scientific findings. EcoBioCAP aimed to provide new knowledge on
how biodegradable packaging can be derived from food industry by-products and
suitable to different food types (in particular fresh foods), in an economic and
sustainable manner . EcoBioCAP was based on fundamental research supporting
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strategic directions applied to food biodegradable packaging. GreenXpo aimed at
faster and wider uptake and exploitation of technological as well as nontechnological eco-innovations, in addition to good policy measures related to ecoinnovation. RECREATE had the overall objective to support the development of the
European Union’s new research funding programme Horizon 2020, with a specific
focus on “Societal Challenge 5: Climate Action, Resource Efficiency and Raw
Materials”, by providing an evidence base. R4R aimed to overcome the European
fragmentation of ambitious and innovative regions and lead the path to promising
and positive impacts on resource efficiency. The project was improvement in
regional and transnational cooperation among the participating regions and R4R
developed practices, tools and examples to be easily disseminated to and adopted
by multiple European regions to improve regional and cross-regional collaboration in
general, and on resource efficiency in the process industry in particular. The
objective of ROKWOOD was to support the transnational cooperation of research
driven clusters active in the development of technologies and services for the
wooden biomass sector aiming at the realisation of regional resource-efficient
European Biomass Regions. The ongoing Mobile Flip project aims at developing
and demonstrating mobile processes for the treatment of underexploited agro- and
forest based biomass resources into products and intermediates. The processes will
be evaluated in terms of raw material flexibility, as the biomass resources are
typically scattered and seasonal. Process concepts have been designed around the
key technologies pelletizing, torrefaction, slow pyrolysis, hydrothermal pretreatment
and carbonisation. Trash-2-Cash will turn textile and paper fibres into new materials
for luxury products through an international collaboration of design, strategy and
technology research. The BioLinX aims to support FP7 and H2020 projects to
commercialize their innovative ideas, and to connect them to new regional networks
and markets. The project supports an increase the Technology Readiness Level of
Innovation and decrease the time to market of these innovations in the biobased /
circular economy.
4.4

KTH
The main network for collaboration within the area of separation related to the forest
biorefinery is the Wallenberg Wood Science Center (WWSC), which is a ten-year
effort (50 MEUR) with participation of most major Swedish universities.
Furthermore, KTH is involved in a wide range of national and EU-projects within the
area of bio-based and soft materials, specifically KTH is closely operating towards
the Swedish research institutes Innventia and SP.

4.5

SINTEF
The SINTEF departments involved in this project have participated in several
European and Norwegian projects in the field of renewable energy (e.g.
FASTCARD, AERTOs, Capture+, BIOCAT, AFORE, TE-RENE-RES, EuroBioRef).
SINTEF is actively participating in ETP's SUSCHEM and Biofuels, EIBI, in the EERA
Joint program on Bioenergy within the subprogram thermochemical platform (SP1)
and was involved in preparation of the PPP BRIDGE within EU's Horizon 2020
Framework. SINTEF is associated member of the European Biobased Industry
Program (BBI).
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SINTEF is collaborating with all actors of land- and seabased biomass conversion in
Norway. With the aim to establish a robust bioeconomy SINTEF is constantly
involved in Norwegian industrial, competence building and researcher projects. An
application for a Norwegian Center of Biobased Energy has been submitted.
SINTEF is partner of the European Nanoporous Materials Institute of Excellence
(ENMIX).
Further, the ninth Memorandum of Understanding between India and Norway
promoting academic cooperation between both countries was signed between
SINTEF and CSIR in October 2014. Both CSIR-IIP and SINTEF Materials and
Chemistry are heavily involved in, and put strategic emphasis on research for
developing sustainable routes to fuels and chemicals as a pillar of the Energy21
strategy of the Norwegian Ministry of Petroleum and Energy.
4.6

AALTO
One of the strengths of Aalto University is its close connections with both industrial
partners and public institutions and universities, both in Finland and internationally.
Great part of the research is done in co-operation with universities and industrial
partners, such as Stora Enso, Andritz, UPM Kymmene, Metsä Group, Kemira,
Fortum, Neste Jacobs and Neste Oil. Most of the public research projects are
funded by Academy of Finland and TEKES.

4.7

Tecnalia
The Division of Energy and Environment (DEMA) of TECNALIA actively participates
in the following networks:

4.8

•

BIOPLAT, which integrates research and industrial activities relevant to the
bioeconomy in SPAIN. The cluster’s core objective is the sustainable value
creation from non-food biomass such as wood as input for the production of
materials, chemical products and energy.

•

SUSCHEM SPAIN, a delegation of SUSCHEM Europe that assists the
chemical industry in research and development activities.

•

AERTOS BBE. A collaboration between seven relavant RTO’s in Europe:
TNO-VTT-SP-SINTEF-VITO –Fraunhofer and TECNALIA to foster the
bioeconomy activities in Europe.

•

Member of BIC Bio-based Industries Consortium.

Wood K plus
The great part of the research is public research in cooperation with companies
under the COMET(Competence Centers for Excellent Technologies) programme of
the Austrian Research Promotion Agency (FFG). The objective of COMET is the
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initiation of high-quality research defined jointly by science and industry with a
medium-term to long-term perspective. Wood K plus has defined a long term
reseach programme (2015-2018) and counts 26 partner companies and 13 scientific
partners.
4.9

LSIWC
Knowledge of the development tendencies and innovations in forest field products
favours the cooperation with Latvian woodworking enterprises, especially in the
framework of the EU supported Forest Area Competence Centre.
The LSIWC cooperates with students from University of Latvia, Latvian University of
Agriculture and Riga Technical University and provides an opportunity to develop
their bachelor's, master's and doctoral works. Global Footprint Network
(www.footprintnetwork.org/public) Latvia National Programme’s data bases. Latvian
State Forest Research Institute “Silava” – the main institution for forest inventory in
Latvia. Contacts with industry – plywood company “Latvijas Finieris” (turn over
more than 220 M EUR/year).

4.10

PPIMC
In PPIMC, last research facilities and equipment, and characterisation/analytical
tools purchased for secondary processing of biomass and its components cover
laboratory activities. In this moments there are four national projects (financed by
National Plan for Research, Development and Innovation PNII) dedicated to forest
biomass processing and valorization [national projects: Development of nonconventional materials for sustainable conservation of heritage paper; New resin
matrix composites based on vegetable oils and reinforced with bast fibers; Impact of
heavy metals accumulation on the forest ecosystems: non - conventional
technologies for remediation of contaminated forests; Advanced research related to
the behavior of multicomponent polymer systems under simulated environmental
factors action]. Also, the “Development of technologies for using biomass
components as raw materials for packaging materials” (financed by EEA Financial
Mechanism) and “SupraChem Lab” projects (financed by EU - Horizon 2020) offer
financial resources to improve the institute capability for the topic of WP3.
Also, a new project “Partnerships for transfer knowledge from polymeric materials
science in biomedical engineering” dedicated to technologic trasfer of laboratory
technologies to pilot-scale has received founding (2 900 000 Eur) from European
Regional Development Fund. It will be running during 2016-2019.

4.11

BBEPP
BBEPP participated in the VISIONS project (supported by the Flemish Agency for
Innovation by Science and Technology (IWT) and co-funded by a large consortium
of companies interested in either valorising their waste stream or in finding
alternative feedstocks for bio based processes. In the project, an inventory of
organic waste streams and by-products that are abundantly available in Flanders
were made up. The products are clustered depending on their composition and an
efficient processing technology that turns the waste-stream into a valuable resource
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for new bio based value chains was identified. BBEPP optimized and demonstrated
2nd generation technologies at an industrially relevant scale for lignocellulosic
materials. Focus was on pre-treatment technologies and hydrolysis of biomass into
fermentable sugars.
BBEPP also participated in the EU-funded 2GBIOPIC consortium on 2nd
Generation Bioethanol production based on Organosolv Process at atmospheric
Conditions. The main focus of BBEPP was on the hydrolysis of the hemicellulose
and cellulose fractions into xylose and glucose respectively.
In addition, BBEPP played a major role in the PULP2VALUE project to increase the
value of sugar beet side streams. Multiple extraction techniques to isolate more
valuable products from this large fraction of sugar beet pulp were verified. Roughly
65% of the dry matter mass can be isolated as high value products being:
microcellulose fibres (MCF) (33%), arabinose (16%) and galacturonic acid (16%).
BBEPP tested and optimized different unit operation within the described process
routes on pilot scale, in particular extraction, filtration, ion-exchange, evaporation,
membrane filtration, fermentation, crystallisation and drying.
Also in the IB2MARKET project, where the aim is to bring industrial biotechnology
from the research lab to the market and to solve the bottle-necks in industrialisation,
BBEPP played a significant role as the project covers process development, scale
up, market exploration and the drafting of a valorisation plan to support a successful
market introduction. The emphasis was on bio surfactants and specialty
carbohydrates. For both product lines, the fermentation process and downstream
processing were optimised and scaled up to 15.000 litre scale.
4.12

Summary
The ERIFORE project partners have extensive networks and are frequently part of
consortiums for various bio-process development projects. However, there are few
networks and projects dedicated to downstream processing since this is often an
integral part of other processes and projects.

5

Funding sources
The ERIFORE partners are funded by European, national and regional/local funding
bodies. This chapter give an overview of the project partners funding sources.
Public financing is most common however generally there seem to be limited
funding for infrastructure investments.

5.1

VTT
Main part of infrastructure investment in the Finnish innovation system is supported
by public financers (e.g. Tekes) through accepting depreciations for research
equipment investments as direct research costs. There are very few other funding
instruments for investments to research equipment of facilities. However, the
academy of Finland has a funding instrument for research equipment called FIRI,
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where the research infrastructure having the national FIRI-status (as Aalto and VTT)
have certain priority. In the past years European Regional Development Fund
(ERDF) has financed research infrastructures through Finnish regions, but that
funding source is not currently active in investment funding. In these circumstances
VTT has received special grants directly from the national government budget for
large infrastructure investments, such as Bioruukki Pilot Centre.
Planning and arranging the VTT’s cooperation actions for research infrastructures
are mainly financed by EU-level through Coordination and Support Acations (CSA)
of Horizon 2020 or Interreg Europe instruments. For domestic co-operation, there
is not really funding sources, but VTT has to fund those from own budget.
5.2

FhG
Institutions in Germany can receive funding from a multitude of different sources on
different levels, such as federal state funding, state funding and EU funding which
leads to a very complex financing situation. The terms of EU funding is expected to
be well-known in this context.
The main state funding ministries of concern to this project are:
-

The Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)

-

The Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture (BMEL)

-

The Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi)

Calls funded by the given ministries are evaluated and overseen by different project
executing organisations (e.g. FNR, PTJ, PTKA). The different ministries of the
federal states will not be listed for reasons of lucidity. The project executing
organisations orient their calls for proposals on politically set directions, such as the
“high-tech strategy for Germany”, the “national research strategy bioeconomy 2020”
and the “energy transition” to name a few.
The most noteable national coordination action is within the “Leading –Edge Cluster
Bioeconomy Central Germany” with over 75 involved companies, research facilities
or institutions working together to merge new sectors in between the wood sector,
the chemistry sector, the energy sector and the material & application sector.
Furthermore there is the Cluster Bioeconomy Baden-Württembergfunded by the
Ministry of Science, Research and Culture Baden Württemberg, the Competence
Center for renewable Resouces Straubing funded by the Bavarian State Ministries
and private sector as well as several biomass gasification collaborations at the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology KIT with the pilot plant Bioliq.
The most notable infrastructure investments are within the “Leading –Edge Cluster
Bioeconomy Cetral Germany” with a biorefinery demo plant in Leuna and a Cluster
volume of 20 Mio. € and prior to that the gasification plant Bioliq at KIT in Karlsruhe.
Key infrastructure investments were the building of Fraunhofer CBP (German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research, German Federal Ministry of Food and
Agriculture, Ministry of Science and Economy Saxony-Anhalt). Additional investions
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were made by the State Saxony-Anhalt and by the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur
Förderung der angewandten Forschung e. V.
5.3

SP
The total R&D expenditure in Sweden was 124.6 billion SEK in 2013, or 3.3% of
GDP. Private sector R&D accounted for the largest share (69%) followed by the
university sector (27%). Private sector R&D is dominated by manufacturing
companies within a few sectors of the economy. The largest R&D expenditure was
within vehicle industry, electronics and pharmaceuticals. “Central government is the
largest financier of public research through direct state contributions to higher
education institutions and via research councils and other research-funding
agencies. There are four major research-funding agencies. The largest is the
Swedish Research Council, which supports basic research. The Swedish Research
Council for Environment, Agricultural Sciences and Spatial Planning (Formas)
supports basic and needs-driven research in the fields of environment, land-based
industries and spatial planning. Swedish Research Council for Health, Working Life
and Welfare (Forte) supports and initiates basic and needs-driven social and helth
science research. The Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems
(VINNOVA) suports needs-driven research in the fields of technology, transport,
communications and working life. In addition to the agencies mentioned above,
several other agencies finance research funding in various areas for example the
Swedish Energy Agency. A number of public foundations fund research, for
example the Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research (SSF), the Foundation for
Strategic Environmental Research (MISTRA) and the Knowledge Foundation (KK).
The Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation is an important private foundation.
(Swedish Government)
The total R&D turnover of the SP Group was approximately 1600 MSEK in 2015.
(SP) Out of this, basic funding from the state was 245 MSEK, other public funding
was 406 MSEK and income from private companies was 950 MSEK, whereof 420
MSEK from SMEs. The largest Swedish R&D funding sources for the SP group
were the Swedish Innovation Agency, the Swedish Energy Agency and the Swedish
Research Council Formas. The turnover in EU funded projects was approximately
11.5 M€. The general picture of main funding sources for the SP group applies also
to the SP activities within the bioeconomy area.
Infrastructure investments are typically funded by various public funding sources.
Investment size and funding source for key infrastructure investments are given in
Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Key investments

Infrastructure

Investment size

Main funding sources

Biorefinery Demo
Plant

20 M€

Swedish energy agency and others.

SP Processum
biorefinery pilot
park

~1.5 M€

European Regional Development
Fund, Swedish Innovation Agency,
Västernorrland county
administration, Örnsköldsvik
municipality, Umeå municipality and
the Kempe foundations.

Support and coordination actions may be funded by public agencies in the form of
various knowledge and competence centres, large innovation programs and
regional innovation development initiatives. The Swedish innovation agency,
VINNOVA, is an important distribution channel of the public funding. In certain
regions of Sweden, EU structural funds are commonly used to fund coordination
and support actions. H2020 CSA projects are also a source of funding for this type
of activities. SP has been, and is, part of several CSA projects.
5.4

KTH
Wallenberg Wood Science Center (WWSC) is a joint research center at Royal
Institute of Technology (KTH) and Chalmers which aims to build a material research
program that can develop new material products using the Swedish forests. The
base is a donation from Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation.

5.5

SINTEF
SINTEF shares equipment and infrastructure with the Norwegian University of
Technology NMBU as well as Oslo University. This includes bio and chemical
reactors and advanced analysis tools.
SINTEF has industrial collaborated with Norwegian forestry, gas and oil as well as
chemical industry, such as Statoil, Borregaard, in form of national and European
joint projects (FastCard, Capture+, Grail, EcoLodge etc.) The main part of funding
comes from the Norwegian Research Council and H2020. Other funding sources
include the Nordic Energy Research foundation as well as direct industry projects.
Recently an infrastructure investment was done based on the Norwegian Biorefinery
Laboratory (NorBioLab) grant (2014–2021) from the Research Council of Norway to
establish a unique national biorefining laboratory with a central role in research
aiming at developing novel processes for sustainable conversion of Norwegian land
and sea-based biomass.
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AALTO
Main part of infrastructure investment in the Finnish innovation system is supported
by public financers (e.g. Tekes) through accepting depreciations for research
equipment investments as direct research costs. There are very few other funding
instruments for investments to research equipment of facilities. However, the
academy of Finland has a funding instrument for research equipment called FIRI,
where the research infrastructure having the national FIRI-status (as Aalto and VTT)
have certain priority.

5.7

Tecnalia
Main part of infrastructure investment in the Spanish innovation system is supported
by public administrations. In the past years European Regional Development Fund
(Fondos FEDER) has financed research infrastructures through the Basque land
region, but that funding source is not currently active in investment funding.
Most of the Spanish public funding for research and innovation programmes accept
the cost of new technological equipment that can be partially financed by a partial
depreciation of the equipment.
At the moment TECNALIA does not participate in other projects of support and
coordination actions related specifically to infraestructure actions. Generally
speaking, the main coordination actions in this issue have been always at the
European, national (Spanish Government) and local (Basque Goverment) level and
have been covered by own funds.

5.8

Wood K plus
The great part of the research is public research in cooperation with companies
under the COMET(Competence Centers for Excellent Technologies) programme of
the Austrian Research Promotion Agency (FFG). The objective of COMET is the
initiation of high-quality research defined jointly by science and industry with a
medium-term to long-term perspective. Wood K plus has defined a long term
reseach programme (2015-2018) and counts 26 partner companies and 13 scientific
partners.

5.9

LSIWC
LSIWS funding sources:
•

ERDF – European Regional Development Fund

•

2011-2015 Forest and Water Resources Research Centre of National
Importance in Science Infrastructure

•

2015 Development of Excellence of Latvian State Institute of Wood Chemistry
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•

Scientific institution Base funding for 2016

•

Forestry Competence Centre (cooperation of science with industry. Financial
support from industry)

•

COST Action FP 1105. Understanding wood cell wall structure, biopolymer
interaction and composition: implications for curret products and new material
innovation On 4th-8th April 2016, Riga the LSIWC will organise the training
school “The physical principles underpinning self-organization in plants”

PPIMC
In PPIMC, last research facilities and equipment, and characterisation/analytical
tools purchased for “Separation and downstream processing” of biomass and its
components cover laboratory activities. At this moment there are four national
projects (financed by National Plan for Research, Development and Innovation
PNII) dedicated to forest biomass processing and valorization [national projects:
Development of non- conventional materials for sustainable conservation of heritage
paper; New resin matrix composites based on vegetable oils and reinforced with
bast fibers; Impact of heavy metals accumulation in the forest ecosystems: non conventional technologies for remediation of contaminated forests; Advanced
research related to the behavior of multicomponent polymer systems under
simulated environmental factors action]. Also, the “Development of technologies for
using biomass components as raw materials for packaging materials” (financed by
EEA Financial Mechanism) and “SupraChem Lab” projects (financed by EU Horizon 2020) offer financial resources to improve the institute capability for the
topic of WP4.

5.11

BBEPP
Infrastructure investment in the Belgian/Flemish innovation system is supported by
either the Hercules Foundation or through the ERDF (European Regional
Development Fund). The Hercules Foundation is a structural funding instrument for
investments in research infrastructure for fundamental and strategic research in all
scientific disciplines. On the other hand, the ERDF funding is twofold: ERDF in
Flanders and ERDF in Flanders and Europe (INTERREG). For instance, BBEPP
was founded through the INTERREG Flanders-The Netherlands Program.
Additional funding for investments was acquired through INTERREG NWE (NorthWest Europe) and regional ERDF funding.
Other federal and Flemish financing possibilities (by accepting depreciations for
research equipment investments as direct research costs) include IWT and FWO.
The IWT (Agency for Innovation by Science and Technology) funds R&D projects
for SMEs, ROs, and large businesses. FWO (The Research Foundation – Flanders)
is an agency that supports ground-breaking fundamental research at the universities
of the Flemish Community.
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Conclusions
The ERIFORE project partners who are non-profit organisations; institutes,
foundations and universities have mapped expertise and infrastructure within the
consortium. All partners carry out research where the forest biomass is a key
starting material. Downstream processing expertise is extensive and includes
techniques for mechanical and chemical/physical separations: filtration,
centrifugation, evaporation, extraction, chromatography, distillation, crystallisation
and flocculation. A few organisations also have ATEX classified laboratories and
possibilities to do reactive distillations as well as preparative chromatography and
crystallography. Within the consortium there is expertise and facilities from
laboratory scale up to ton scales for some partners and some techniques.
The project partners have extensive networks and are frequently part of consortiums
for various bio-process development projects. However, there are few networks and
projects dedicated to downstream processing only. The downstream processes are
merely a part of other processes and projects i.e. primary and secondary
processing. Downstream processing is a very important part in the development of
new processes and products. Knowledge exchange networks for downstream
processing and hence greater understanding of the problems in this field could
greatly benefit the bio economy industry. The partners of the ERIFORE consortium
gather extensive competence in the area and could be a possible start for a
dedicated downstream processing network.
A proposal is that downstream processing is integrated into the complete forest
valorisation workflow. Separation techniques are critical in all aspects of process
design, starting from for example obtaining the correct particle size for pyrolysis
feed, through to removal of certain metals that could poison downstream catalyst all
the way to isolation of the product. Where certain impurities/byproducts are removed
in a process and how the product is isolated are dictated by economic and
environmental criteria. These purification and downstream processes often have the
biggest economic impact on the project.
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Material

P min

P unit

up to 250 l /h

Screw pres s

Bel t fi l ter

Bel t fi l ter

Fi l terpres s BDP

Ra nni e hi gh pres s ure homogeni s er

Si eve bend

Mi cro s i ze fra cti ona ti on

Screw pres s

La b s crew

Va cuum drum a nd pres s ure fi l ter

Bel t fi l ter

Pres s ure fi l tra ti on equi pment (model VTT)

Outotec La box 100

Sei tz zeni t

Sei tz terra

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

100 l /h
200-250 l /h
up to 10 m3/h

100-300 l /h
100-500 l /h
100-10000 l /h
100-1000 l /h
over 500 l /h
ma x 500 l /h

Fi l ter pres s

Va cuum fi l ter

Cycl one

Centri fuga ti on

Centri fuga ti on

Centri fuga ti on

Centri fuga ti on

Centri fuga ti on

Centri fuga ti on

Centri fuga ti on

Centri fuga ti on

La rox fi l ter pres s

La rox va cuum fi l ter

Hydrocycl one

La b s ca l e Eppendorf Centri fuge 5804

GEA Wes tfa l i a deca nter centri fuge

Al fa -La va l conti nuous centri fuge

Al fa La va l NX-309-B deca nter centri fuge

Al fa La va l Cl a ra -80 cl a ri fi ca ti on s epa ra tor

Wes tfa l i a SB 7-36-076 cl a ri fi ca ti on s epa ra tor

Sha rpl es , Pennwa l t Ltd deca nter centri fuge

Al fa La va l BPTX 205SGD-30CDP s epa ra tor

Mi crofi l tra ti on
Mi cro a nd ul tra fi l trta i on

CR250

Na nofi l tra ti on a nd Reves e Os mos i s

FO

Al fa La va l M20

Al fa La va l M39
PCI P1

Pa l l SLP-3053

Mi l l i pore cera mi c

PCI tubul a r ul tra fi l ter

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

Sta i nl es s s teel

33

34

35

50

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

100-400 l /h
10-30 l /h
200 l /h
10-30 l /h
100-200 l /h
100-200 l /h

Membra ne fi l tra ti on

Membra ne fi l tra ti on

Membra ne fi l tra ti on

Membra ne fi l tra ti on

Membra ne fi l tra ti on

Membra ne fi l tra ti on

Centri fuga ti on

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Mi l l i pore mi crofi l tra ti on

Di s c Sta ck centri fuge

Di s c Sta ck centri fuge

Screw deca nter centri fuge

ba s ket centri fuge

Inverti ng fi l ter centri fuge

Fi l ter dryer

Spi ra l wound fi l tra ti on uni t

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

Membra ne fi l tra ti on

Other

Centri fuga ti on

Centri fuga ti on

Centri fuga ti on

Centri fuga ti on

5-50 l

Membra ne fi l tra ti on

5000 l /h

1900 l

50 kg

40 kg

750 kg/h

500 l /h

Ha s tel l oy

Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel

1-4 l

Membra ne fi l tra ti on

8 ba r(g)

1,5 ba r(g)

1 ba r(g)

7 ba r(g)

60 ba r(g)

70 ba r(g)

Conti nuous

200 ba tch

ba tch

ba tch

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

80 Conti nuous

80 Conti nuous

60 Conti nuous

60 Conti nuous

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

Ota ni emi , FIN

Ota ni emi , FIN

Ota ni emi , FIN

Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Ota ni emi , FIN

Jyvä s kyl ä , FIN

Jyvä s kyl ä , FIN

Jyvä s kyl ä , FIN

Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Ota ni emi , FIN

Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Jyvä s kyl ä , FIN

Jyvä s kyl ä , FIN

Jyvä s kyl ä , FIN

Ota ni emi , FIN

Jyvä s kyl ä , FIN

Jyvä s kyl ä , FIN

VTT

VTT

Jyvä s kyl ä , FIN

Jyvä s kyl ä , FIN

Foul i ng preventi
VTT on by rotor
Jyväbetween
s kyl ä , FINmembra nes

Ul tra fi l tra ti on

125
Pa rti cl e fi l tra ti on

Mi crofi l tra ti on

Ul tra fi l tra ti on

Ul tra a nd mi crofi l tra ti on

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

Ghent, Bel gi um

Ghent, Bel gi um

Ghent, Bel gi um

Ota ni emi , FIN

Ota ni emi , FIN

Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Na nofi l tra ti on
from
a nd
5 to
Revers
24 l /mi
e Os
n mos i sSi mul ta neous
VTTtes t of di fferent
Ota ni emi
membra
, FIN ne types

Fowa rd Os mos i s

Jyvä s kyl ä , FIN

Ota ni emi , FIN

Örns köl ds vi k, SE

Södertä l je, SE

Södertä l je, SE

Södertä l je, SE

Södertä l je, SE

Foul i ng preventi
VTT on by ul tra
Jyvä
s ound
s kyl ä , FIN
Na nofi l tra ti on a nd Revers e Os mos i s

Mi cro a nd na nofi l tra ti on

Ul tra a nd mi crofi l tra ti on

VTT

VTT

SP

SP PD

SP PD

SP PD

SP PD

SP Proces s umÖrns köl ds vi k, SE

SP Proces s umÖrns köl ds vi k, SE

SP Proces s umÖrns köl ds vi k, SE

SP Proces s umÖrns köl ds vi k, SE

organisation location

Organisation
name
Geografic location

Ba ck wa s h, Cl
VTT
oggi ng preventi
Jyvä son
kylby
ä , FIN
ul tra s ound a nd rota ti on

other

Other
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3 m3/h

3-1000 l

Membra ne fi l tra ti on

60 Conti nuous

5-1000 l

Membra ne fi l tra ti on
10 ba r(g)

60 Conti nuous

0,8-100 l

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Ba tch

Membra ne fi l tra ti on
10 ba r(g)

0.1 - 150 Mi crofi l tra ti on

Conti11,
nuous
12, 22, 44 a nd 60 mm

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Ba tch

Conti nuous

Ba tch

60 Ba tch

Conti nuous

Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel

16 ba r(g)

100 ba r(g)

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Membra ne fi l tra ti on

up to 4 m3/h

230 l

Fi l ter pres s

2 l

10 - 30 l /h

up to 10 m3/h

50-60 l /h

01-ma r m3/h

Fi l ter pres s

Fi l ter pres s

Si eve

Homogeni s er

Nova tek

Ba tch

Fi l ter pres s
350 l /h

Geneva c LTD

Centri fuga ti on

Fi l ter pres s

1

1

Hetti ch

CEPA

Eppendorf

Va ri ous

Lemi tec

ERTEL ALSOP

type

Type

Centri fuga ti on

-60

Conti nuous

200-400 l /h

Screw pres s

Centri fuge

8

CFL (unit?)

Cross flow
velocity

Eppendorf

-1

Conti nuous

Fra cti ona ti on

Centri fuge

7

Conti nuous

type

Filtration
class
process

0,5 Pa rti cl e fi l tra ti on

ps (µm)

Pore size

Centri fuga ti on

Centri fuga ti on

600 ba r(g)

1

Centri fuge

6

1

1

Centri fuge

30 l /h

Conti nuous

5

Centri fuga ti on

Fi l tra ti on

Sta i nl es s s teel

1

150

ba tch

T max (°C) batch/cont.

Hi gh s peed centri fuge

0

T min (°C)

4

100 ba r(g)

P max

Mode of
operation

3

10

Temperature range

1
1

Sta i nl es s s teel

Pressure range

Deca nter centri fuge
Nuts che fi l ter

100 l /h

cap. unit

Centri fuga ti on

capacity
130 l /h

Equipment type

Fi l ter pres s

MoC

2

Pcs

1

Capacity

Fi l ter pres s

name

Equipment type

1

nr

Equipment name
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1

1

1

Fi l ter pres s

Rotary va cuum drum fi l ter

Netzs ch cha mber fi l ter pres s

Zwi ck/Roel l Z100 (100 kN) +1 kN

4Tensile tester vertical F81838 (PTA, Frank, Germany)

Burst Tester for Paper (Frank, Germany)

Air permeance Tester (Lorentzen&Wettre, Sweden)

Bendsten Tester (Lorentzen&Wettre, Sweden)

Ul tra centri fuge Sorva l l RC Evol ution

OSMOTA Fi l tra tion (l a b s ca l e)

Screw pres s (NRW)

Cha mber fi l ter pres s

Membra ne fi l ter pres s

Cl a ra 80 (Al fa La va l ) di s k s epa ra tor

Cl a ra 200 F (Al fa La va l ) di s k s epa ra tor

Cros s Fl ow Fi l tra tion (Rul a nd)

Cros s Fl ow Fi l tra tion (Rul a nd)

Cros s Fl ow Fi l tra tion (Rul a nd)

Cros s Fl ow Fi l tra tion (Rul a nd)

Centri
fuge
Lynxfi4000
(Thermo
Va cuum
drum
l ter L-05
PP ( Sci entifi c)
Ti ema nn/Tecni pl a nt)

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

Fi
ter presssure homogeni zer NS3015H (Gea Ni ro
Hilgh-pres
Soa vi )

Fi l ter

Dea d end fi l ter uni t i n gl a s s

Cros s fl ow membra ne fi l ter

Ba g fi l ter

Pres s ure fi l ter

Centri fuge

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

74

73

1

Hol l ow fi ber fi l tra tion uni t

52

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Cera mi c fi l tra tion uni t

51

90 l
0,5 m3/h
2 m3/h
5 m3/h
5 m3/h
3,5 m3/h
3,5 m3/h

Fi l ter pres s

Centri fuga tion

Centri fuga tion

Membra ne fi l tra tion

Membra ne fi l tra tion

Membra ne fi l tra tion

Membra ne fi l tra tion
360 l /h
25 l
400 l /h
10 l
0,5 l
108 l /h
23 l
75 l
50 ml

Drum fi l ter

Fi l ter pres s

Pres s uri s ed s ys tems

Fi l ter

Fi l ter

Membra ne fi l ter

Ba g fi l ter

Pres s ure fi l ter

Centri fuge

4 l

100 l

Fi l ter pres s

Centri fuga tion

800 l /h

Screw pres s

1 l /h

gl a s s

SS 316L

SS 316

SS

Gl a s s

Stai nl es s s teel

Stai nl es s s teel

Gl a s s

Other

Other

Other

Other

Other

Other

Stai nl es s s teel

Stai nl es s s teel

Other

Other

Stai nl es s s teel

Other

Other

Membra ne fi l tra tion

Other

Other
6 l

Other

Other

Centri fuga tion

Other

Screw pres s

Stai nl es s s teel

Stai nl es s s teel

Stai nl es s s teel

Other

1000 l /h

2000 l /h

4000 l /h

Screw pres s

Fi l ter pres s

Drum fi l ter

Fi l ter pres s

Membra ne fi l tra tion

Membra ne fi l tra tion

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

0,24

1

1

2

2

1 ba r(g)

6

3 ba r

35 ba r(g)

3 ba r

6 ba r

1000 ba r(g)

0,5 ba r(g)

ba r

2 ba r(g)

2 ba r(g)

4 ba r(g)

4 ba r(g)

10 ba r(g)

16 ba r(g)

100kN

15 ba r(g)

10 ba r(g)

10 ba r(g)

-30

-10

-20

5

5

80 Ba tch

150 Ba tch

Ba tch

90 Continuous

90 Ba tch

140 Ba tch

Continuous

Ba tch

Continuous

Ba tch

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

40 Other

40 Other

Continuous

Continuous

Ba tch

90 Continuous

Continuous

60 Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Na nofi l tra tion

Other

Pa rticl e fi l tra tion

Pa rticl e fi l tra tion

Other

0,2 Mi crofi l tra tion

Ul tra fi l tra tion

0,2 Mi crofi l tra tion

Ul tra fi l tra tion

Pa rticl e fi l tra tion

Pa rticl e fi l tra tion

5…10 Pa rticl e fi l tra tion

Pa rticl e fi l tra tion

10-20000 Other

Na nofi l tra tion

Pa rticl e fi l tra tion
50

Pa rticl e fi l tra tion

Pa rticl e fi l tra tion

Ul tra fi l tra tion

0,14Ul tra fi l tra tion

ATEX

ATEX

mobi l e

ATEX

ATEX

Eppendorf

Ros emund Rol a b

Ea s y fi l tra tion EFS

Koch: La bcel l CF1

Ri ga , La tvi a

Ri ga , La tvi a

Ri ga , La tvi a

Ri ga , La tvi a

Ri ga , La tvi a

Ghent, Bel gi um

SP PD

FhG

FhG

FhG

FhG

FhG

FhG

FhG

FhG

FhG

FhG

FhG

FhG

FhG

SP PD

SP PD

SP PD

SP PD

Södertäl je, SE

Södertäl je, SE

Södertäl je, SE

Södertäl je, SE

Södertäl je, SE

Södertäl je, SE

Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny

Wood K pl us Li nz, Aus tri a

Wood K pl us Li nz, Aus tri a

ISO 8791-2 LSIWC

Mi no Fi l tertube MIFT-01SP PD

Ma va g AG

LSIWC

Pa per tes t LSIWC

ISO 2758

Pa per tes t LSIWC

LSIWC

Ghent, Bel gi um

Ghent, Bel gi um

Ghent, Bel gi um

Ghent, Bel gi um
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Equipment type

1 Other
2 Other

1 fi l ter
1 fi l ter

Di s ti l l a ti on a ppa ra tus

Torrefa cti on pi l ot

Bel t dryer

Torna do dryer

Di s ti l l a ti on a ppa ra tus

Li qui d-Li qui d
Eva pora tor

Di s ti l l a ti on BDP

Mul ti -purpos e rea ctors

Pa cked col umn di s ti l l a ti on

Conventi ona l di s ti l l a ti on

Va cuum di s ti l l a ti on

Fa l l i ng fi l m eva pora ti on

Nova Swi s s Supercri ti ca l pi l ot uni t CO2

Dra i s TD250 va cuum conta ct dryer

Lödi ge DVT130 va cuum conta ct dryer
Dra i s DR100 va cuum conta ct dryer

Sei tz Terra EF60/250 va cuum conta ct dryer
Ni ro P-6.3 s pra y dryer

Gen Mobi l e Mi nor s pra y dryer
Chri s t Eps i l on 2-25 DS freeze dryer

Aeroma ti c MP-1 fl ui dezed bed dryer

Fl ow through dryer
Ka rr col umn

Gl a s s l i ned rea ctor
Gl a s s l i ned rea ctor

Fa l l i ng fi l m three effect eva pora tor
Wi ped fi l m eva pora tor

Spi nni ng cone eva pora tor

Ads orpti on col umn
Ads orpti on col umn

Lyophi l i zer
Spra y Dryer

Coni ca l dryer

Sl udge dryer
Crys ta l l i zer

Crys ta l l i zer
Louvre Crys ta l dryer

Centri fuge Hetti ch Uni vers a l 320R
Wa ter Puri fi ca ti on Sys tem Mi l l i pore Si mpl i ci ty

Si eves

Pl a neta ry Ba l l Mi l l PM 100 Rets ch
Thermos ta ti c wa ter ba th Memmert

Ta ngenti a l fi l ter wi th three modul es

Model T Membra ne Fi l tra ti on Pi l ot Pl a nt GEA

Fi l tra ti on Sys tem Ja cket Nuts che Model 24-125L

Thermomecha ni ca l a na l ys i s Li ns ei s TMA PT1600

Di fferenti a l Sca nni ng Ca l ori metry Mettl er Tol edo DSC
1 823 e

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
19

20
21

22
23

24

25
26

27
28

29
30

31

32
33

34
35

36

37
38

39
40

41
42

43

44
45

46
47

48

49

50

Severa l

0.5-5 kg/h

Dryi ng
Dryi ng

Dryi ng

1 fi l ter

6 s i eve

2 centri fuge
1 fi l ter

1 Eva pora ti on
1 Crys ta l l i s a ti on
1 Crys ta l l i s a ti on
1 Eva pora ti on

1 Other
1 Other
1 Eva pora ti on

1 Eva pora ti on
3 Ion excha nge
4 Ion excha nge

1 Li qui d-Li qui d
1 Li qui d-Li qui d
1 Eva pora ti on
1 Eva pora ti on

125 l

3600 l /h
1,1 m3/h

500 ml
30 l

2 l

400 ml
0,5 l /mi n

50 L
100 kg

5 kg/h
4 m3

980 l

10 kg
3 kg/h

30 l
1200 l

50 kg/h

5000 kg/h
500 kg/h

500
50 l /h

6 l /h

0.5-6 kg/h
i ce 20 kg

Dryi ng
Dryi ng

Dryi ng
1 Li qui d-Li qui d

230 l
30-50 kg/h

Dryi ng

250 l

130 l
100 l

Dryi ng
Dryi ng

30-300 l /h

Severa l

15 l

l /h

MoC

Other

Other

Other

Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel
Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel
Sta i nl es s s teel 1

Sta i nl es s s teel

Other
Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel
Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel
Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel
Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel
Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel
Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel

Gl a s s

Sta i nl es s s teel

Ha s tel l oy

Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel

Gl a s s

Sta i nl es s s teel

Material

n/a

n/a

1

5 n/a
1

1

1

1

0

0,02
0,02

ba r(g)
ba r(g)

ba r
7 ba r

1 ba r
1 ba r

1 ba r

n/a
1 ba r

1 ba r(g)
1 ba r(g)

6

9
9

1 ba r(g)

P unit

6,6 ba r

P max

Pressure range
P min

Temperature range

Mode of
operation

n/a

-70

-180

-20

25
20

20
20

20

20

0
0

0
0

250

20

20

n/a

Conti nuous
Ba tch

Ba tch

Ba tch

Ba tch
Conti nuous

500

1600

120 ba tch

25 conti nous
80 conti nous

25 ba tch
100 ba tch

25 ba tch

ba tch
25 conti nous

60
60

250 Conti nuous

200 Ba tch
200 Ba tch

120 Ba tch
Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous
Ba tch

Ba tch
Conti nuous

Ba tch
Ba tch

Ba tch

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Ba tch

Ba tch

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

Conti nuous

350 Conti nuous

Conti nuous

95 Semi -conti nuous

230 Ba tch

T min (°C) T max (°C) batch/cont.

n/a

n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a

n/a
n/a

Cross flow
velocity
CFL (unit?)

other
other

other

n/a
n/a

n/a

centri fuga ti on
n/a
i on excha ngen /a

n/a

type

Filtration
class
process

fi l tra ti on

n/a

0,2 fi l tra ti on n/a
mi crofi l tra ti on
n/a

ps (µm)

Pore size

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a

15000RPM
n/a

None

Other

Model 24-125L
n/a

n/a
n/a

PM100
n/a

n/a

320R
Si mpl i ci ty

n/a

MEPU

In-hous e

In-hous e

Buchi

In-hous e

type

Type

In-hous e

Ai rgri nder 3455NH

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fouling
EX
prevention
classifiation
Fouling
prevent
EX Class
other

Other

LSIWC

LSIWC

PPIMC

PPIMC
PPIMC

PPIMC
PPIMC

PPIMC

PPIMC
PPIMC

BBEPP
BBEPP

BBEPP

BBEPP
BBEPP

BBEPP
BBEPP

BBEPP

BBEPP
BBEPP

BBEPP
BBEPP

VTT
BBEPP

VTT

VTT
VTT

VTT
VTT

VTT
VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

VTT

SP AB

Ri ga /La tvi a

Ri ga /La tvi a

Ia s i , RO

Ia s i , RO
Ia s i , RO

Ia s i , RO
Ia s i , RO

Ia s i , RO

Ia s i , RO
Ia s i , RO

Ghent, Bel gi um
Ghent, Bel gi um

Ghent, Bel gi um

Ghent, Bel gi um
Ghent, Bel gi um

Ghent, Bel gi um
Ghent, Bel gi um

Ghent, Bel gi um

Ghent, Bel gi um
Ghent, Bel gi um

Ghent, Bel gi um
Ghent, Bel gi um

Jyvä s kyl ä , FIN
Ghent, Bel gi um

Ota ni emi , FIN

Ota ni emi , FIN
Ota ni emi , FIN

Ota ni emi , FIN
Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Ota ni emi , FIN
Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Ota ni emi , FIN

Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Ra ja mä ki , FIN

Ota ni emi , FIN

Ota ni emi , FIN

Örns köl ds vi k, SE

SP Proces s umÖrns
AB köl ds vi k, SE
SP AB
Örns köl ds vi k, SE

SP Proces s umÖrns
AB köl ds vi k, SE

SP Proces s umUmeå
AB , SE

SP Proces s umUmeå
AB , SE

SP Proces s umUmeå
AB , SE

SP Proces s umUmeå
AB , SE

SP Proces s umÖrns
AB köl ds vi k, SE

SP Proces s umÖrns
AB köl ds vi k, SE

organisation location

Organisation Geografic
name
location
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1

500 l /h

3 ml /mi n
180 kg/h

300 kg/h

5 m3/h

Conti nuous di s ti l l a ti on

Eva pora ti on
Supercri ti ca l extra cti on

cap. unit

4 t/da y

4 l /h

20 l

Capacity

400-1800 l

capacity

Conti nuous di s ti l l a ti on

Ba tch di s ti l l a ti on

Rea ctors

1 Li qui d-Li qui d
1 Eva pora ti on
1 Conti nuous di s ti l l a ti on

1 Dryi ng
1 Conti nuous di s ti l l a ti on

1 Dryi ng
1 Dryi ng

1 Eva pora ti on
1 Conti nuous di s ti l l a ti on

Eva pora tor

2

Pcs Equipment type
1 Soxhl et

Soxhl et extra ctor

name

Equipment name

1

nr
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CHROM-5

Shi ma dzu LC20AD, l i qui d chroma togra ph

ca l ori meter wi th oxygen bomb, "Pa rr"

Recti fi ca ti on, BR Ins tr. Corp. USA”

Spectrophotometer, Perki n El mer „La mbda 25” UV/VIS
1

Ti tri metry, Ra di ometer Ana l yti ca l ” a utoma ti c TIM 980
1

Spectrofotometry El repho (Lorentzen&Wettre, Sweden)
1
Freez dryer , Heto PL 3000
1 Eva pora ti on

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

Rota va p
Pa ra l l el Ads orpti on s ys tem 4 col umns

Ads orpti on brea kthrough tes t ri g
Preci pi ta ti on/s edi menta ti on

pi l ot col umn Kronl a b PI100/400
Fra cti on col l ector

Freeze dryer Al pha 1-2 Ldpl us

BÜCHI Mi ni -s pra y dryi ng B-290
Pl a s ma -Devi ce Pl a s ma trea t FG3001 + RD1004

Wa gner powder s pra y coa ti ng fa ci l i ty
Freeze dryer, Subl i ma tor 3x4x5 (Zi rbus )

Spra y dryer, TLC-Q (Nubi l os a )
Crys ta l l i zer (DVA)

Fi l ter dryer (DVA)
Axi chrom-col um 300/500 (GE Hea l thca re)

Hi gh-pres s ure extra cti on

Di s ti l l a ti on a ppa ra tus
Li qui d-Li qui d extra cti on

1 Short pa th di s ti l l a ti on
1 Eva pora ti on
Fa l l i ng-fi l m eva pora tor
1 Eva pora ti on
Extra cti ve des ti l l a ti on for s epa ra ti on of a zeotropi c mi
1 Conti
xturesnuous di s ti l l a ti on
Pul p di s i ntegra tor
1 Other
Preci pi ta ti on ta nk for l i gni n
1 Preci pi ta ti on

71
72

73
74

75
76

77

78
79

80
81

82
83

84
85

86

87
88

89
90

Preci pi ta ti on ta nk for l i gni n

Di s ti l l a ti on a ppa ra tus
Va cuum dryer

Eva pora ti on/di s ti l l a ti on

Eva pora ti on
Di s ti l l a ti on

Di s ti l l a ti on

LL conti nuous extra cti on

Pa rti cl e s i ze reducti on

94
95

96
97

98
99

100
101

102

103

104

93

91
92

Extra cti on uni t
Freeze dryer

69
70

Di s ti l l a ti on a ppa ra tus
Thi n-fi l m eva pora tor

Ba tch di s ti l l a ti on

68

4...180

1 Eva pora ti on
1 Crys ta l l i s a ti on
1 Eva pora ti on
1 Chroma togra phy

0,2

10 to 60 ml

1 kg/hour

1000 l
10 l /h

1200 l
430 l

1000 l

70 l /h
10 l /h

50 l /h
50 l /h

100 l
85 l /h

2 kg/h

625 l
l /h

7,5 kg/h
800 l

l

1 l /h

2 l

3 l
l

Other
L

3
120 l /h

6

3

600

SS

Gl a s s /SS

Gl a s s

Gl a s s
Gl a s s

Gl a s s

Gl a s s
Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel
Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel

Gl a s s
Gl a s s

Sta i nl es s s teel
Sta i nl es s s teel

Gl a s s
Gl a s s

Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel
Other

Sta i nl es s s teel
Sta i nl es s s teel

Sta i nl es s s teel

Gl a s s

Other

Gl a s s
Gl a s s

Gl a s s

L Gl a s s
Sta i nl es s s teel

Gl a s s
L Sta i nl es s s teel

l Gl a s s

l /h Sta i nl es s s teel
Sta i nl es s s teel

l /h Sta i nl es s s teel

Other

Other

Other

Other

Other

Other

Other
Other

Other
Other

-

1

1

-1
2

0,001

1
0,05

-1
-1

-1

0,2
0,08

1E-06
0,001

0,05
0,05

-1

-1

1
1

1
0

1
1

1

1
1

1

-

ba r

ba r

ba r (g)
mba r

mba r

1 ba r
1 ba r

4 ba r(g)
4 ba r(g)

4 ba r(g)

1 ba r
1 ba r

1 ba r
1 ba r

1 ba r
1 ba r

500 ba r

4 ba r(g)

3 ba r(g)

ba r(g)

5 ba r(g)
1 ba r(g)

0,1 ba r(g)
70 ba r(g)

1 ba r(g)
1 ba r(g)

1 ba r(g)

30 ba r(g)
20 ba r(g)

100 ba r(g)

-

-20

-10

100

100
300

250

0
40

4
20

20
20

20
20

-50
20

-10

60
10

0

20
20

20
20

20
-20

20

20
20

-20

-150

1…10

-

ba tch

100 Conti nuous extra cti on

Ba tch

ba tch

conti nuous

175 Ba tch
80 Ba tch

70 Ba tch
70 Ba tch

100 Conti nuous

60 Ba tch
160 Conti nuous

250 Ba tch
350 Ba tch

200 Ba tch
100 Conti nuous

80 Conti nuous

170 Ba tch
Conti nuous

250 Conti nuous
143 Ba tch

Ba tch
Ba tch

Semi -conti nuous
Ba tch

Ba tch

100 Conti nuous
Ba tch

300 Conti nuous
80 Ba tch

200 Ba tch
300 Conti nuous

100 Conti nuous
20 Ba tch

200 Ba tch

1100 Conti nuous
Conti nuous

Ba tch
150 Conti nuous

500

1000

-

Other
Other

Other
Other

Other

Other
Other

Other
Other

Other
Other

Other

Pa rti cl e fi l tra ti on
Other

Other
Other

Other

Other

Other
Other

Other

Other

Buchi

Other

Yes
None

Yes
Yes

None

None
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
None

Yes

Other

FhG
FhG

FhG
FhG

FhG

FhG
FhG

FhG
FhG

FhG
FhG

FhG

FhG
FhG

FhG
FhG

SPPD

SPPD

Södertä l je/Sweden

Södertä l je/Sweden

Södertä l je/Sweden
Södertä l je/Sweden

Södertä l je/Sweden

Qua dro Comi l 193AS (s eri a l number
SPPD 193-0029)
Södertä l je/Sweden

Ka rr

?

Buchi /va ri ous
SPPD
Buchi Gl a s s Oven B-585 Kugel rohr
SPPD

Leuna , Germa ny
Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny
Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny
Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny
Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny
Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny
Leuna , Germa ny

Leuna , Germa ny
Leuna , Germa ny

Wood K pl us Sa nkt Vei t/Gl a n, Aus tri a
FhG
Leuna , Germa ny

Wood K pl us Sa nkt Vei t/Gl a n, Aus tri a
Wood K pl us Sa nkt Vei t/Gl a n, Aus tri a

Wood K pl us Li nz, Aus tri a

Leybol d-Hera eus GMBH KDL4 SPPD

In-hous e
In-hous e

In-hous e
In-hous e

In-hous e

In-hous e
In-hous e

In-hous e
In-hous e

In-hous e
In-hous e

In-hous e

In-hous e
In-hous e

In-hous e
In-hous e

In-hous e

Os l o
Os l o

Os l o
Os l o

Trondhei m
Os l o

Trondhei m

Os l o
Trondhei m

Ri ga /La tvi a
Os l o

Ri ga /La tvi a

Ri ga /La tvi a

Ri ga /La tvi a

Ri ga /La tvi a

Ri ga /La tvi a

Ri ga /La tvi a

Ri ga /La tvi a

Ri ga /La tvi a
Ri ga /La tvi a

Ri ga /La tvi a
Ri ga /La tvi a

Ri ga /La tvi a

Ri ga /La tvi a

Wood K pl us Li nz, Aus tri a
Wood K pl us Li nz, Aus tri a

SINTEF
SINTEF

SINTEF
SINTEF

SINTEF
SINTEF

SINTEF

SINTEF
SINTEF

LSIWC
SINTEF

LSIWC

LSIWC

LSIWC

LSIWC

LSIWC

LSIWC

LSIWC

EN ISO 11925-1
LSIWC
LSIWC

LSIWC
LSIWC

LSIWC

LSIWC
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10 l
umn
1 Conti nuous extra cti on18col
mm
Dx1mH
1 Mi l l
1 kg

1 Thi n fi l m eva pora tor
>20 Rotova p
1 Gl a s s oven
1 Des ti l l a ti on col umn

1 Eva pora ti on
1 Ba tch di s ti l l a ti on
1 Eva pora ti on

1 Pres s uri s ed s ys tems
1 Ba tch di s ti l l a ti on
1 Li qui d-Li qui d

15...24

1 Dryi ng
1 pl a s ma a cti va ti on
1 Ads orpti on
1 Eva pora ti on

1 Chroma togra phy
1 Chroma togra phy
1 Eva pora ti on

1 Ads orpti on
Preci pi ta ti on

1 Dryi ng
1 Eva pora ti on
1 Ads orpti on

1 Perva pora ti on
1 Ba tch di s ti l l a ti on
Li qui d-Li qui d

0,5

Membra ne modul es for CO2/H2/O2
Perva pora ti on

g/h
0.5-50

Condens er a rra y

66
67

1 Condens a ti on
1 Membra ne

64
65

1 Li qui d-Li qui d
1 Li qui d-Li qui d

1 Other
1 Chroma togra phy
1 Chroma togra phy

AccuPyc 1340 (Mi crometri cs Ins trument Corp.)

55
56

ry eva
tor
BUCHI Hea t Ba th B-940+BUCHI Va cuum control l er V-800,
1 rota
Rota
porpora
R-205
Other
FTT-Fi re Tes ti ng Technol ogi es

Other

Dyna mi c Mecha ni ca l Ana l ys i s - Mettl er Tol edo DMA/SDTA
1
861 e
Cone calorimeter
1 Other

52

53
54

Other

Thermogra vi metri c Ana l ys i s - Mettl er Tol edo TGA/ SDTA
1
851 e

51
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